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DISASTER IS IXMIKKI) ITR
IUSII OF WATKIl INTO Vol,.
TWOS IUT.K FVUXACE.

Mexico ( "It y. Airll 24. Mexico, following tln violent earthquake of Similar night, Is waiting In a frenzy of
tevror to see what the volcano of
I'ollmn will do
Like n grim outpost of the infernal
regions it has terrorised
southern

AFFAIR

.Macpherson Crowd .MaRe Desperate Effort to Get Substantial Republicans to Take Part Without Avail Curiosity
Denounce
Will Probably Bring Out the Women-T- o
Teddy and Uphold Danny. Object of Gathering.
PRESIDENT CAN NOT BE CHANGED
The Evening Citizen.
Washington. V. C, April 24. It
.
- oflicielly announced at the white
n
house this afternoon that the
bang" sent to the president In
ii i etlort to change his mind relative
Ho- - rtmoval of Hagerman us governor of New Mexico will have absolutely no effect whatever. The president hup-- s and desires that this will
end the .matter. His mind can not be
He knew what ho was doeh vi Red
ing and he had grave reasons for reThe formoving the boy executive.
mal resignation of Ilagcrmnn Is
t
reach Washington on Fribe just as promptly acwill
It
day.
cepted formally as it was when llrst
''luested
Captain George Curry has been officially notified of his appointment and
n. is accepted.
The attempts in some
((U.trters in New Mexico to secure the
einstaUnient of Hagerman are usei
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, I). C, April 24. Several hundred telegrams endorsing the
action of the president both In the removal of Hagerman and the appointment of Captain George Curry have
been sent out from Socorro and the
county generally.
They are signed
by taxpayers, business men of all
lines and ranchers.
The people of
this county strongly condemn the attempt on the part of the
press to force a war on the president In New Mexico.

flre-topp-

f

bocame active in 18.11.
The next
serious outbreak was in 1903.
All the time, however, small disturbances are going on. They occur
at intervals varying from a few
The city of
hours to several days.
Colima and surrounding country has
visited by earthbeen frequently
quakes, but periods of unusual activity by the volcano and the earthquake
shocks have never before occurred at
the same time.

PROPERTY OF BREWERS ARCHBISHOP

IjAs vegans auk pleased.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Los Vegas, N. M., April 24. A
number of the most prominent business men, county officials and taxpayers have sent telegram's to Un:
president endorsing his action In removing Hagerman and appointing
Captain Curry.
Sentiment is for the
president first, last and all the time.
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(Spelter Market,

CHICAGO

St. Petersburg, April 24. Several
provincial governors have arrived in
St. Petersburg to support tho movement of the reactionists in favor of
the dissolution of the parliament, on
the ground that debn'es are causing
a dangerous agitation and ferment.
This, it Is alleged. Is especially noticeable In fhe provinces where the
agrarian disorders of lust year occurred.

Arch-Episcop-

INSl llANCK AGENT IS
FOt'XIl DEAD IN AU.EY.
Fort Dodge, Iowa, April 23. O. H.
McCaffrey,
general agent of the
American Independent Life Insurance
company, was found dead In an alley
In the center of this city this morning. The body was lying face dowo-warwith the head half burled in a
pile of ashes. McCaffrey's head hud
a dozen or more abrasions and the!
skull was badly fractured.
As noj
money was found in his pockets It i
surmised that robbery was the mo-- ,'
d.

'

live.

He Could Ho killed.
Warsaw, April 24. The notorious
brigand, Stanislaus Lis, author of
many crimes, has been captured at
Lublin, mortally wounded, after the
house in which he sought refuge had
been blown to pieces by artillery fire.
Lis, when he saw the detachment of
police advancing 011 the house, barricaded himself within and opened tire,
killing
policemen.
several
The
troops were summoned, but they were
unable to dislodge the bandit. Finally
field pieces were brought
up and
eight shells h'.t the house, demolish
ne
ing it.
men
i
inianiry
siormeu
the ruins and found Lis, desperately
wounded, trying to reload his

FHKNtll STHIKEHS AltE
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UOLTED HY
Paris. April 24. Strikers nttacked
several bakeries today in an attempt
to Intimidate bakers who are at work.
Many windows were broken. Some
men stormed a bakery in the Hue de
Harney and maltreated the workers.
Thereupon,
joined In and
routed the strikers. Twenty arrests
were made.
tannine to ArM'iial Heavy.
Toulon, France, April 24. The
damage done by yesterday's fire to the
Inursenal amounts to f U.'iDO.iniO.
quiry established the fact that the
flames broke out simultaneously
In
several places. The area of conflagration Is surrounded by sentinels during
Investigation.
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Proposition.
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Toledo, Ohio, April 24. After an
entire winter's work. A. Hoy Knabenshue has at last succeeded In his efforts to build the most wonderful gas
engine ever constructed. It Is the en.
gine which Knabenshue U using to
his new airship, bult to carry two or
more people.
The engine Is built entirely upon
new and original lines and in particu- larly wonderful because it weighs'
only only fifty-fou- r
pounds and gen- crates by actual test from twelve to
sixteen horse power. ,
When tt is remembered that the or- dlnury engine of that power weighs
'from 300 to 1,000 pounds, the full ex- tent of this creation can be realized.
Naturally enough Knabenshue Is
of his proud achievement and
many details of Its construction he re- However, he has
fuses to give out.
sanctioned the publication of a few
general facts concerning the engine.
pat-- 1
1 he engine is of a
tern and runs nicely at 100 revulu-- ;
Minns a minute.
ah'vle.s and starts
tllJiilie
j

1
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W'M. SI'ENCEH.
Spencer is the Philadelphia man
who has started an "endless chain"
postcard in an effort to locate Horace
Marvin. Jr., tile Dover. I f boy who
was kidnaped 0:1 March 4,
I

,

Fastest Train on Santa Fe
Was too Slow For Husband
of Dying Wife.
SCOTTI S TIME BEATEN
BY MANY AUNUTES
In order to he.it death to his dyiiir
s.
wife in Los Angeles. Judge Axel
of the Illinois circuit court at
Chy-trau-

Chicago, chartered a special train
here yesterday at uivon and last even
ing at 6 o clock was living across Arizona at the rate of a mile a minute.
The arrangement.-- , for the tralln
were made by 'P. E. Purely, local ugeiil
for the Santa Ke
Judge Chytraus
was going to his sick wlfo on the
California limited, but the Santa Fe'.--i
fatest train w is too slow for him.
At litny the Judge received a message saying that it Was doubtful If
Mrs. Chytraus would su'vive twenty-fou- r
He asked Conductor
hours.
Notgrass If he could get a special
train that would get him into Iis Angeles (itiicker than the limited. Th
conductor Informed lilm that theie
was scarcely 11. llm.it to how fast onu
of the Santa Pes big passenger engines could run if relieved of a
heavy train, and Agent I'urdv was
telegraphed.
The message came at 11:31). und fifteen minutes later, when the limited
arrived, a contract calling for a special to leave Gallup on tho arrival of
the limited was awaiting the signature of Judge Chytraus. It had Ju-- t
taken that short opace of time for a
telegram to go to the headijuarters at
Los Angeles and return, and another
one lo go to the Carbon City ordering
un engine.
Hy the time the limited had reac hed Gallup the Pullman I a Itosu hud
been converted into a private cur, aii
the occupants excepting Judge Chytraus and his sister-in-lawho is u
sister of the dying woman, having
moved Into other cars on the train.
The
Itosa was uncoupled from the
limited and fastened, with a baggage
car. to one of the big Kaldwiu compound engines, and then began the
real race with death.
The track was cleared and Jul"e
Chytraus was given the fastest ride
he will probably ever take. Scotty'J
time was beaten over tho San Francisco mountains and the Arizona desert by minutes
Stops were made
only for water und fuel, and only onif
did the special stop to change engine
between Gallup and Its destination.
The distance from Gaduo to itarslou.
315 miles, was made in 347 minute.-.-,
and the special ulled into l,os Angeles this morning at H
o'clock,
even hours uhead of the
limited.
The special lost two hours after
Into the st.ir of California by a
derailment of a 1'ivijU train ahead
The special, however, was not held
for the wreck to he cleared, but
arourul th,.' obstruction over
the Southern I'jcltie tracks.
II Is not knowt. here
helhe r or
not the soeci. l l. at le ilh.

1

lAeronaut Knabenshue, the Inventor,
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CANADA CLAIMS

WE NOW
HAVE IIEll 1 III K.III' CAHS.
Moncton, N. Ii., April 24. Investigation by the trallie manager of the
Intercolonial railroad into tho shortage of freight cars, disclosed the fact
that several thousanad cars of the
government road are 011 I'nited
States lines. The government is en
deavoring to have the cars returned. '
Sl'IH IU1AN HANDICAP
WAS WON HY VEIXK'ITY.
Indon, April 24. The city and'
suourban handicap at Epsom today-wa- '
won by Velocity.
second
and Succor third. Thirteen horses!
started.

Providence. It. I., April 24. Announcement of 10 per cent Increase In
wages on a basis of a
day,
to go Into effect on Funday next, was
management
made today by the
of
tho Khode Island company a corporation that operates practically all the
street railway lines in this state. The
raise wa granted without any request from the men.

JUDGE

Spelter quiet

WITH DEATH TO

STANISLAUS LIS DIES
FRENCH WORKMEN TAKE
BUT NEVER SURRENDERS
HAND IN BAKERY RAID
WIDE SOUTHERN SEE!

New Orleans, April 24. llelore the
distinguished representation of the
Koman Catholic hierarchy
of the
United States, including Cardinal Gibbons, two nrchblshops and
sixteen
bishops, the pallium was today Invested on Archbishop ltlenk of New
Orleans. This Insignia Is an official
recognition by the church of tne archbishop's succession to functions and
authority of the late Archbishop
provChapelle, whose
ince comprised Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, Arkansas, Texas and Oklahoma.

Irfiuls. April 24.

$6.C2'i.

Be-

HAS

ARCH-BISHO-

half-hearte-

H it

ISLAND

Provincial Governors Favor Ten Per Cent Raise Will
gin on Sunday Next In
Dissolution of the Present Parliament.
That Little State.

Cardinal Gibbons Was Present and the Pallium
Was Conferred.
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Mexico for half a century. It seems
always on the verge of a terrible outbreak, like that of Mont Pelee.
Kesldents of the earthquake wrecked cities of Chllpancingo, Chilapa and
Tlxtla are cursing this
monster to the west.
llelief Is general here that water finding its way
through fissures from the near-b- y
ocean stirs up the volcano.
Peoplo
are asking If the awful force created
from a sudden Inrush of water into

Washington, April 24. In answer
to a specific question as to whether
he Intended to make any announce
ment in the near future regarding his
political purposes. Secretary Taft said
JttOOGW:
today that he certainly would make
VIEW OF THE VOICAXO COLIMA. TAKEN EUOM A DISTANCE OF no such statement before his Ohio
TWENTY-FIV- E
MILISi.
trip, which begins Friday, and he
not prepared to state whether he
would have anything to say after that
trip.

THE PENNSYLVANIA GHAFT
WILL CAUSE CRIMINAL SlIT.
Harrlsburg, April 24. As a result
of the Investigation by the legislative
commission Into the expenditure of
19,000,000 Tor furnishings and decoraV ' !
I
tions of the new state capltol. It Is
probable that criminal proceedings
will be instituted by the state against
certain persons who have prominently
figured in the Investigation.
The commission has been Investigating the charges of extravagance,
CS)V-II
overcharges, duplication in payments
of bills and fraud, for nearly two
months, and has yet to take the testimony of many Important persons
who have knowledge of the subject.
m,
:..
muittuiu'
Whether civil suits can he brought
has not been determined, but the
fjtXLXXXXXXXJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUaXXXXA
t.
members are convinced that It has
demonstrated that criminal action can
brought.
be
ONE OF THK PVIILIO m iLDINGS IN CHlXiPANCINGO. MEXICO, ONI'
'QUAKE.
OF THE CITIES DE8THOYED IY
PANAMA HEALTH IS NOW
GOOD AS EVEIt WILL HE.
Washington. April 24. The health
conditions on the canal zone are about
RUSSIA IS YET KEPT STREET RAILWAYS WILL as
good as they ever will be, according to the report from Col. Gorgas.
chief sanitary officer, for 'the month
of March. Since last August the
E
E
PAY
number of sick among the employes
has steadily declined until now it 1m
lfl.40 per l.oiio, ua against 3R.72 In
August.

IN TITE CTTV OF ClflliAPA, MEXICO, KEPOUT-KI)KSTHOKI I1Y KAUTHQUAKE.
Practically all the building;; In the two devastated towns wer of stone,
which was used so as to withstand earthquakes.
Evidently the shock was
too severe for even such solid con truction.
MI

.MESSAGES.

phy--icia-

Be

Will Be.

level-head-

f
i
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PECTATIONS
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TAFT WONT SAY

FOR

PREPARING FOR PELEE BEAST

the heated crater found It vent In
the, destroying earth shocks at this!
point.
The peak of Colima is 13,000 feet
high. For fifty years It has vomited
smoke, flame and ashes. Ashen fall
150 mles away.
In the Immediate danger tone are
prosperous sugar and coffee plantations.
There are also several thriving cities.
The people are
believing that worse Is to
come. Homes are being abandoned.
Hilltops are turned into refugee
camps. The people are praying
The present volcano Is really the
secondary crater of old Colima, which
Is seven miles oway and towers
feet high.
The new volcano first

1

The president has unnounced that
AND WHOLESALE
at tho opening of
thJ.iWHtown exposition on Friday
ami will not return to the white house
unt't. Monday or Tuesday. Your
was a visitor at the white
Kansas Makes a Wholesale
bouse this morning and was ofticially
Not a Nlco Predicament.
Do the people of Albuquerque, the
informed that Hagerman was out and
Swoop and Gets S250.000
sound,
business men and
would under no consideration be re- J the republicans who have seen that
grow
From Llguor Dealers.
from Infancy In New Mexinstated. Kaynolds will act as gov- party
ico .Intend to take the word of I"). A.
ernor pending Curry's arrival, as at Macpherson and his lesecr satellites
against that of President Theodore
lit st .innounced.
Attorney
Koosevelt and
Genera! STUFF WILL BE SOLD
Itonaparte?
AND THE STATE PAID
IK) they intend to take part In a
PIUdKIltENTS ACTION
STRONGLY ENDOIOED. meeting at which It is publicly announced by the morning paper that
Sjieriai to The Evening Citizen.
Topeku, April 24. The state suthese men are to be reviled and depreme court today appointed Judge
Santa Fe, N. M., April 24. Dr. nounced 7
among
upon
canvass
A
today
those
whom S. H. Allen, c. II. Whitcomb and
'avid M. Knapp. of this city,
circulated a petition which was signed the morning paper has relied for lt3 Judge T. F. Garver receivers for the
i .v nearly
every taxpayer in the city. support In this Inst move to maintain
the old fake reform regime indicated Kansas property of the following
that they do not.
brewing
companies: Kansas City
Curiosity Drawing Card.
lirewing company; Rochester Brewwill
be
There
company;
ing
a
at
certain
number
Imperial lirewing comBABY IS POISONED BY tend the meeting who will go out of pany,
and the Jos. Schlllz ltrewing
curiosity.
There will be Macpherson company.
democrats there galore.
The Even
Value of the Iroix"rty.
ing
The value of the property of nine
Citizen is able to state on very
DRINKING EYE
good authority that there will be a brewing companies and one wholesale
great scarcity of republicans.
whiskey concern, located In Kansas,
Macpherson
The
forces
have which has been turned over to rescarcely slept since the announcement ceivers, to be named by the supreme
IE
court, is estimated at $250,000. This
of the meeting was made.
representatives of the morning property included liquors, bar fixpaper have been canvassing the city, tures, wagons, animals and wareasking, pleading, cajoling and at- houses, which are located principally
to force the people to par- In Topeka. Kansas City. Wichita,
Dr. and Mrs. Osuna Leave tempting
ticipate in tho declaration of war Leavenworth, Atchison, Salina. lola,
upon
Galena, l'itlshurg and Columbus.
'resident
Koosevelt.
Dinner to Find Child on
Attorney General JarVson today deHalf a dozen republicans approached by the morning paper hirelings clined to say in w hat manner the capFloor Writhing in Agony.
liquor would be disposed of
tured
and asked to make speeches have declined to do so. or even to attend the whether it should be sold or would
be destroyed was, he said, a question
meeting.
be would not decide until after the
Why."
DLATIi CAME AS
l'.ecause they know that to do so court had named receivers to take
charge
of the property of the enjointhem forever on record as opRELIEF THIS MORNING place
ponents of the president, the "square ed concerns. The other property will
be sold, he says, and the proceeds
deal" and their republican party.
turned over to the statu to defray the
U.r.t'i.,1 t,y s, reams which came Macpherson Democratic Gathering.
cost of the present suits.
The
outlook
this
is
afternoon
that
E.
arid
Mrs.
Oo
Dr.
room,
next
lii.m
(lie meeting will be
Macpherson MILES LEAVES TENNIS
I'sunn, of 70t North Second street, democratic affair, purea and
simple;
y
u tt. thi:- dinner half finished yester-,'aFIELD TO JAY GOl 1.1).
that it will be a hysterlcul sort of a
London, April 24. The internameeting, without object or purpose
to rind tlieir
liild uprawiing on tho floor, striving other than to denounce the president tional amateur court tennis championn, spemtely to remove something from for something which he did after beship tournament began today, Eustace Miles has decided not to defend
lis rnoath w it hone tiny hand, while ing fully advised in the premises.
,n the other he clutched a bottle
It Is not a pleasant outlook for his title to the championship, thus
leaving the course clear to Jay Gould.
Macpherson or the morning paper.
which had contained deadly poison.
The physician saw at an instant
The telephone has been kept hot ltf
what bad happened. The child had the oflice of the morning paper callorank iit. ounce or less or atrophine, ing upon Miss
and Mrs. NEW
MEXICO
BALLOT
which had been usen as an eye wash
to come down and see the
for some of the elder children, and fireworks, it Is probable that a num:ealiaing how deadly the poison was, ber of women will be on hand. They
tie Fiimrroned Drs. J. H. Wroth and like to be amused, and the vaudeville
BOX IN EL
M.
K. Wylder. For hours the
work of Macpherson and Friday have
labored with the stricken child shown In the past that their efforts In
..
applying medicines to alleviate the Ihla
lln
itiia nr.. Bciiciaiij a ounce.
r atn urd to counteract
the effects of luifl
d
meeting in
Even the
PASO
Uie poison, but the battle was a futil prospect is a disgrace to Albuquerque,
une. Skill was not equal to the vital an open Insult to the president and
ong of the drug, und death came at the attorney general, and one which
.: o'clock
this morning and relieved those who are led to participate in
'if of Its Buttering.
by Macpherson will live to regret.
Mrs. Osuna are almost
and
lr.
El Paso, Texas, April 24. The
Citizen Ma ten the Truth.
trust rated with sorrow. When seen
station master at the Union de- It has been said that The Evening
this morning, the doctor said that he
pot is thinking of starting an old
oulil hardly bear the loss, lie didn't Citizen attempts to threaten the citicuriosity shop with the articles 4
know why the medicine was left where zens of Albuquerque by warning them
left on the trains and In the
Uie child could get it, and he was of what attendance at uch a meeting
station. Yesterday tho brakeman
vet at a loss how the child did get means to them. The Evening Citizen
on the Santa Fe train added to
a. The bottle was on a table, which does not have to threaten.
It simply
the collection by bringing In a
e: though, was out of reach of the slates the truth about the whole aflocked ballot box.
tetty. The child must have gone to fair, and as the morning paper saya
The box is of cedar and has
the table and supporting himself by for once correctly It is up to the
glass sides. Inside can be seen
edge,
up
Holding to the
reached
for people.
a number of sealed envelopes
A grown person could never have
)..
Threat or no threat, the republican
with the letter head of the third
nude the mistake, for us soon as the who Is seen in that meeting is 0:1
Judicial district of New Mexico
medicine touches ilesn, it burns, and itcord as making unjust war upon the
in the corner, iiach la marked
an older child would have spit it out, president and u;mn the republican 4) with the titles of cases supposed
loKtead of swallowing it.
party; insulting the greatest reformer
to have been tried in the New A
The funeral will be held from tho the republican parly has ever had, a Mexico court. In addition to these
Immaculate Conception church at and all because a confirmed, dyed in
envelope-theie are a number of
morning. tiie wool politician like Macpherson
10:30 o'cioc k tomorrow
small slips that are evidently
S aving the Iwuw at 10 o'clock. Interattempts lo turn the tide of public
ihe votes of the jurors. How the
ment wi;. be made at Santa lijrbara sentiment towards a deposed governor
box came to be left on the train
cemetery.
wtet.se own public acts brought down
is a mystery, but ll will be held
The t.iiby wus born on the 20th of upon his head tile wrath of tli-- ma.i
at the superintendent's office un- ibe r. 190.', and was christened1 who appointed him.
till claimed
i' i j jirn'
Osui, j.
Mr. itepiibliuan, tl is up in you!
1
1
iI
lie will be present

NIGHTMARE

t

It endorsed most heartily the action of
the president In removing Hagermnn
from ofllce and appointing Captain
George Curry.
The petition will be
In
forwarded to the white house.
addition to this petition, the members
of the republican central committee
of Santa Fe county sent a telegram to
the president endorsing his action.
Local members of the territorial republican central committee also sent
out similar telegrams to the white
house.
It Is known here that funds have
been raised among a few Hagerman
adherents to aid in bringing out a
crowd of people in Alubciueniue tonight.
SOCOIUIO

rr

Fe--Soc-or- ro

Taxpayers Send Flood of TeleVegas People
grams-Las
Stand by Teddy.
TIK-CA-

MEXICO'S

Hie Evening Citizen, In Advancr, (5 per year.
IMIvcrcel by Carriers, GO cent
month.

absolute ley without fall with a half
turn, it will work with any carbuer-ette- r.

,

j
i

er

'

One of the features of the engine
is uiu spurn con. which is also a
freak. The coll. instead of contain
ing, as do most coils, two windings of
wire, a primary and secondary, cou- tains six windings, the last five of
which are looped in series with a bat- tery of condensers.
The carbueretter throttle and spark
timer are also Inventions of Knaben-- j
shue's.
The oil lubricator Is dilfer- ent from others in thai it sends the
lubricant Into the machine with tin
gas mixture,
So powerful Is the engine that it
required a great deal of experiment-jealou- s
ing to so fasten it in the frame of the
ship that it would not tear Itself
away.
This difficulty was finally overcome
by supporting it with
angle irons,
braced and count rhai in I. to th
wooden frum" of the nil .hip. which U
reinforced with steel pipe several feet
wither way frm the engine.

Ii
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gel-tin-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

evening
mhHM

tally m

citizen
WMkiy fry

Tk Citizen Publithlnj

Company
a the

Amxl Smith
never falls t rc.pond.
In the animated memorandum of the
United States senate. Ho I nn Invaluable employe, nn1 has held his
Job for years and years whatever the
pollCrs of the, senate. His name will
remain on the fedral payroll m long
ns he lives.

LATEST U. S. TRADE FIGURES

W ONLY

Viscount Siour.o Aolii. the Mikado's
ambassador at this capital. Is a
caller ut the slate department
these days. Japan and the inltrd
States are still exchanging diplomatic
notes over the action of the San Franfrom
cisco authorities In excluding
the schools In that city Japanese children who applied for admission or
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
had already been enrolled. Japan has
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE already been appeased over the Incident, and cordial relations between
the governments now exist. They may
be strained again as a result of the
rigid enforcement of the law passed
by congress last
winter excluding
A
from this country Japanese coolies.
But this Is of the fulure.
Viscount Aokl is a spunky little
diplomat.
He shares the vanity of
his country men arising out of victories
In peace as well as In war. When he
made his first call at the stale department to protest ngaimt the separation
of Japanese from white children In
public schools
the Siin Francisco
Is said to have ensued the most
thre
Secretary
olloiiuy
Knot hall
heated
ever had with a foreign diplomat. The
Mikado's representative was angry all
through, and he let the
Mr. Hoot know all about It
without mincing words a bit. The re
Amzl Smith Has Charge of sult was that Viscount Aokl got ac
tlon. Secretary Metcalfe was dis
patched at once to San Francisco to
the Document Room at
make an investigation and report.
Aokl Is a progressive, up to date
Washington.
Japanese. He has served at a number of Europenn posts. His wife is a
German of noble birth. Ijttle Is
of the troubles with Japan, al
heard
HIS MEMORY IS TRULY
though a few months ago there were
pcslmlstie predictions that war be
tween that country and the United
few
States
OF ABNORMAL CHARACTER years. was a matter of but a been
The administration has
very tactful in its diplomatic negotia
tions with Toklo, ami even excitable
Aokl has returned to terra flrma and
Other Interestlna Gossip From talks about San Francisco without
displaying a trace of anger or resent
Capital of Great American
ment.
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EVENING CITIZEH.

IK

LONG

WANTKD--

SUPPLIES

frc-quc- nt

IN

1

xir.

n

WANTED.
Woman al

PEKSOXAlj
Koma

605

property ixans.

MONEY to LOAN

Venue.
WANTED- A round top w riling desk.
N. II. Andrus, 110 West Gold aveOn

and
Unexampled Flow of Trade as Shown In Imports and Ex
ports and Internal Revenue Gives the Lie to Hard
Times Croaking of Rockefeller.
Hill and Belmont.

at.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

BATH

T PROSPERITY

iMtic.

Toilet Accessories
Soups.
Nail
Ha ill llriislii's.
Scissors,
llriishcs, Mnnlciirc
Corn Plaster. Corn
Miftmpoo Creams Hair Tonics.
Talcum Powders, Toilet Vntcr

Pianos, Organi.
Furniture.
Horses, Wagons and. other Chstte't;
also on SALARIES AND WARS-HOUSRECEIPTS, aa low
111
and m high as; $200. Loans are
quickly made and itrlctly private.
Time: On month to on year given.
Goods remain In your poenesM-jnOur rates are reasonable. Call and'
see us before borrowing:.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from an
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4. Grant Bid.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

nue.
WANTED Plain sewing, to go out i,
the day. or to take It In.
Cull 50i
South Second.
WANTED One pump man and, one
fireman, to work on Zunl dam. Ai- ply at Whitney Compnny.
WANTED Gentle, horse to work In
light wagon for his feed. Apply at
once to A. W. Hayden, 412 West
Copper avenue.
WANTED Ladles wanting
stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 512
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren-tlce- s
wanted.
'Phone 944.
WANTED
second-han- d
Gentleman's
clothing. No. 616 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
W A NTK D I 'osition as job composl-to- r
in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give, best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
H)H KENT.
1'ili KENTfiOl Three room cottage,
North Second street.
at
FUU KENT Furnished rooms fo.
light housekeeping.
401 South
ElHh;
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, including electric lights, water and bath;
Fouth and east front $14.00.
519
West Railroad avenue.
E. P. Golden.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
AH rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $1 per
week and up.
Minneapolis House,
524 South Second.
A. T. Devore,
Proprietor.

E
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In spite of days during April. 1906, the receipts
Washington. April
Ftc.
the hard times croakings of Messrs. were $20,259.504.1.1. This show that
Rockefeller, Hill and Helmont, the of in spite of the slump in Wan street
ficial government statistics In regard stocks, the average population Is buyto Imports, exports and the Internal ing the same number of cigars and
commerce of the country continue to drinks as aforetime.
PROFESSIONAL
prosperity.
how nothing but great
The total receipts of the governThe month of March was a record ment from customs. Internal revenue
breaker.
LAWYERS.
for the
and miscellaneous source
from June
With one exception namely. the 'present fiscal year, dating
Ira M. Bond.
month of December. l!tofi tht 1m- - 30, 1901, were $M 4.1 10.6H5.0H, asa
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 11 F.8t..
ports for March were greater than compared with HUH. 734.246.16 for
year.
N.
has
W.,
period
There
last
Washington, D. C.
any single month in me nistory or similar
Pensions,
land patents,
the government. They reached 1133,- - been nn excess of receipts over excopyrights,
caveats,
323,0x5 In value.
The only larger penditures, which has accumulated in.
patents,
letter
trade marks, claims.
month than this was, as has been said the treasury a surplus of $52,070,911.-t.3It. W. D. Brian.
December. 1906, when imports were
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
Reports to the department of com- valued at a million more.
que, N. M. Office,
and labor show that the only
First National
Kxports likewise have been on the inerce
plnce where there has been any de- Bank building.
Increase, reaching a total for March cline
very
slight
a
ami this is only
f $162, 689. 950. Cotton has been the
E. W. Dobson.
commerce
Is In the Internal
record, breaker. The total of cotton one
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
OflTlee,
movements
for February, 907. Febsent abroad during March. 1907. sold ruary shipments
Cromwell block. Albunueraue. N. It.
house
of packing
Uuilding, Cor.
Occidental
Iifo
for $43.393,6647, as against $26,832.-84- 1 products from Chicago
20S.604,-396
were
for the month of March, 1906.
DENTISTS.
Ituilrontl Ave. and Iiroadway.
pounds, a slight lim as compared
The exports of all domestic, bread- - with shipments
during Feoruary,
DR.
J. K. KRAFT,
Including
meat,
dairy
products.
stuffs.
1906. of 21 4.274,342 pounds.
Dental Surgeon.
food animals and mineral o,1, has
meats shipped from the
Canned
Rooms 2 and S. Barnett bulldlni,
been tin a steady Increase and for principal cities in the middle west
the month of March, 1907, totaled dropped about 60 per cent, a loss
over O'RIelly's drug- store. Phone
against
$69.
539
as
12,475.72.1,
.749.
No. 74. Appointments made by mail.
which may he explained by the exfor the month of March. 1906.
posure of the packing house condiEdmund J. Alger, D.
6.
ago.
to
daily
come
Statements which
tions some months
WIIKHK TI1KV PIAY TOlf.W.
No. 806 Railroad avenue. Office
the United States treasury show also
The country Is doing business.
9 a. m., to 11:30 p. m.; I
hours.
a steady increase in tne customs and
Credits are not explained to an
National
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap-ll
internal revenue receipts. The total unhealthy extent.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
pointments made by mall.
up
the)
to
receipts for
Speculation has been wisely curhed.
New York at Philadelphia.
month of April
including the lHth were $22,264.- are Independent
west
and
The
south
Brooklyn.
and
Boston
at
Nation.
keenly
A
republican,
prominent
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. Dl
617.12.
For an equal number of of the east.
Pittsburg at St. Louis.
observant of developments In the polHomeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
American
itical world, expressed the opinion to
Tele-phoOccidental Life Building;.
Philadelphia at Iloston.
FOIl SALE..
day that none of those now proml
Special Correspondence.
886. Albuquerque, N. IS.
Chicago
Cleveland.
at
FOR. SALE Party will sacrifice type
Washington. D. C. April 24. Am-- t niutly mentioned for the honor will
Washington at New York.
DR. It. L. HUST.
nominated at the republican na
writer, good as new.
Address
Smith Is the name of the man be
St. Louis at Detroit.
Office,
8, N. T. Arm! Jo BUIg.
190S.
tional
convention
for
Typewrltnr. care Citizen otlice.
who ha had charge of the document
Tuberculosis treated with High
"It Is my belief." he said, "that a
room of the United States for a period
FOR
typewriter.
SALE
L'nderwood
HOW
STAND.
TIIKY
At this time
or ihlrtv veara or more. He has a dark horse will win.
Current and
good as new, cheap; new Interna- Frequency Electrical
Shaw, I .a Follette,
marvellous memory that Is the con Taft, Fairbanks.
Ijeugtic.
Encyclopaedia, new, cheap, Germicide. Treatments given each
tional
Nutlonnl
may
he
In
and
included
Cannon
anions
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
niiint wonder of those who come
W. K. Mllliken. Library building.
Lost.
Won.
Pel.
The
those 'prominently mentioned.'
dally contact with him.
1
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
7
Chicago
.875 FOR SALE At the "Variety"
the
way
I
out
llgure
It
is
this.
The
frat
7
New York
.77S
Amxl Smith, In point of service, is ricidal party strife In Ohio will ellml
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
WIS. imOXSON & BROXSON.
legislative
:
hiladelphia
.714
the oldest employe of the
pics,
cakes, doughnuts,
baked
nate
and Foraker. Fairbanks will
I
Ittsburg
.571
branch of the government. His ac- hardlyTaft
soup, candy, etc.; all homebeans,
present
In
pub
do
state
the
of
Homeopaths.
:t
.333
quaintance with public men runs lic temper. Shaw can not get the
incinnatl
Also staple groceries, dry
made.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phune
3
.313
Iloston
back to the period Immediately folgoods
506
notions.
and
South Arno. Oflice and residence, 628.
next year; his faction In
:t
lowing the Civil war. He knows In- nomination
.301
St. Louis
'Phono 710.
Iowa Is no longer dominant. La Fol
it. J. n. vrnkrTvTs!
1
timately every member of the senate, litte
.143
Brooklyn
is
too
a
much
of
radical.
When your animals are nielc von
LOST.
iUUl he counts his friends In the house
to
comes
the
the
time
"When
make
a good veterinary surireos. rar.
American Icugue.
by the score. He. i a lovable, faith- nomination look out for John
LOST Taken from rear of St. Elmo, need
C.
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
Won.
Lost.
Pet
ful old chap, and to know him is to Spooner,
Sunday, evening, ono Sterling wheel
C.
Knox
Philander
also
for
2
5
New York
.714
be his friend. But U is Amzl Smith s and Charles E. Hughes, the latter the
UN DERTAKEK.
with coaster brake, painted green;
:t
8
Chicago
.667
memory that has given him his repu- present governor of New York. The
several plugs in tires. Information
r.
3
In
Philadelphia
the
.625
Auto,
head
his
phone
316.
tation. He carries
Colo., Red 111
in regard to same will be rewardI have named are clean men
4
.571
Cleveland
numbers of several thousand public three
ed. F. R. Wendell. St. Elmo.
A. BORDERS.
all have excellent records. The
'
4
.556
Detroit
documents and can put his hand on and
Commercial Club building.
will not name a candidate
Blaes
4
3
.375
any one of them at a moment's no- republicans
Boston
Topeka, Kan., April 24. Charles Adams, who backed him by furnishor White hearse. It.
hostile to the president or his poli
5
.2S7 out or drop It down a few feet from
2
tice. A day or so ago a member of cies. Spooner and Knox are conser Watkins, a farmer living near Wash- ing the money to bet, and hla friend, Washington
plate.
They don't know where to
7
2
congress telephoned Mr. Smith at the vatlve, have upheld the president's ington 'Kan., claim that l
.222 the
ARCHITECTS
was Dr. Kinney, claim that Gorman was St. lxiuis
play for him. Keep at this bunting
Henate document room, and the fol- policies, and Mr. Knox as attorney swindled out of $10,000 on a bet on not injured in the fall and that he
try laying It down on
business
and
I
Western
W.
Spencer.
F.
lowing dialogue took place:
7
BarRooms
his
in
blood
had
of
small
bladder
a
wrestling
on
which
match
general Instituted and carried to a a fake
the lirst and third base lines.
Won. Lost.
Pet. both
14.
"Can you tell me, Mr. Smith, successful conclusion the suit against $60,000 was bet and which wait pull- mouth which he bursted when he Sioux City
I would advise young ball players nett building. Albuquerque, N.
.667
Both phones.
whether you have in stock the report the merger of the Hill roads. Spooner ed off at Quenemo, Kan., last Fri- fell. Hays, who was Gorman's back- Des Moines
try
never
to
to
on
"call
the
turn"
the
.667
0
of 187 on the Chippewas of Minne- and Knox are conservative, and at the day night. Jack K. Gorman, the er, and whom Gorman says lost
That Is, not to
.500 opposing pitcher.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
,
on him. and whom he claims he Denver
sota?"
same time they are sufficiently friend wrestler,
thought to be Harry
.500 guess what kind of a curve he Is going
"Let me see," came the reply," ly to the Roosevelt policies to draw- Wright of Denver, who admits that was to meet In St. Joseph, cannot be Incoln
your
to
pitch.
in
Have
confidence
.333
Omaha
Tho. K. D. Mnddlson.
that related to the cession of Indian to them the supporters of the admin- the bout was crooked, Is now In the found.
.167 ability to hit the ball, no matter what
Office with W. B. Childert,
Pueblo
lands, didn't it?"
istration. A good many peoplo seem Shawnee county Jail, having been
Ill
style of curve comes up.
Admits It Whs a Fake.
bad
It's
West
Gold avenue.
"It did."
to think now that In time the presi captured In Topeka Saturday afterbusiness, this trying to
the
GormatAadmlts that it was a fake
YKSTKItDAY'S t.A.MKS.
"We have only three copies left, dent will recognize the futuility of noon. The olllcers of Osage county match
pitcher.
UA1K DltESSEH
all right, but insists that he
ASP CHQtOPO.
and we'll have to file them."
pushing Tuft's boom and that he will refuse to act upon the case. They really was
National loague.
hurt when he fell. He
DIST.
Mr. Smith hadn't handled the re- turn to the support
prove that the bout was admits
of
are
Governor
trying
to
11. II
At
St.
NOTES.
Louis
SPORTING
Is
"sore"
and
that
he
that
years
and
port In question for fifteen
Hughes of New York. That remains held In Franklin county Instead of while
1
5 10
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor. No.
of St. Louis
he was to get
during that time he had had no calls to be seen. Governor Hughes la grow Osage county.
From all appear4
7 10
Abe Attell had the best of a six-g- o 269 West Railroad avenue. Is prefor It nor had he any occasion to re- ing as a political quantity, more so ances at least ten or a dozen men are the money no matter which way the Pittsburg
Marshall;
Batteries
Bebee
and
not
cent.
received a
he has
round
with Tommy O'Toole at pared to give thorough scalp treatfer to It.
perhaps outside than inside New implicated in the fake match, and bout went
Lynch and Phelps.
Philadelphia.
This part Is believed by Sheriff
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Not long ago a newspaper corres- - York.
Is the only one that
while
Gorman
H.
E.
At
Boston
It.
$8
only
as
had
Gorman
about
abupon
an
pondent was called
for
bunions and Ingrowing; nails. She
has been captured,
the otllcers of on him when searched. Gorman is a Boston
1
. 2 11
Delehanty
permis
Frank
has
asked
Htract of a report made to congress
India is up against a congestion in every western city are on the look- big, six foot, husky fellow. He says New York
4 11
0 sion of Clarke Griffith to play with gives massage treatment and mani.
in 1X90. He looked up Amzl Smith. transportation, such as created
so out for the other conspirators.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
n ndorf ; the Sandusky, Ohio, team.
Young and
Batteries
that his home Is In Sheboygan, Mich.,
The loiter remembered the report, but much trouble In the United Slides a
According to the Shawnee county and
tlon of complexion cream builds up
his friend. Hays, who back- Ferguson and Bresnahan.
that
said that the supply of the document few months ago. The Hombay cham otllcers,
t
isage
,,
the
of
At Chicago
it. II. K.
ed him and arranged the match, is
room was exhausted. To make sure ber of commerce, according to advices county may beauthorities
Jimmy
seems
to the skin and Improves the complex-Iontoo
heavy
Collins
Implicated.
1
4
and Is guaranteed not to be Inalso from Sheboygan and that they Chicago
be in good playing form. He can't
he instituted a search, and found received here, lias complained to the
3
6 2 get down to the grounders.
jurious. She also prepares a hair
have have known each other for years. Incinnatl
From the confessions tnat
that he was correct. A visit was made Indian government
a shortage of been
It ap- Gorman says that he is
Lundgren and
out
Batteries
Frazer.
sweated
of
Gorman.
sheep
tonic that cures and prevents dana
to the congressional library. The re- railway cars, stating of
principal
port was properly described, but could trades of that portthatarethe suffering pears that there Is iiulte a bunch of shearer by trade and follows wrestl- Kling; Mason and McLean.
About time for Jake SLahl to get druff and hair falling out; restore
says ing during the winter. Jones and
At Brooklyn Philadelphia-Broo- k
men
it.
connected
Gorman
with
not be found by the clerkB In that In- largely from
in out of the cold.
He will add life to dead hair; removes molet.
the famine of cotton, al that he wrestled with a. man named Adams, the Kansas City men who lyn game postponed; wet grounds.
stitution. Mr. Smith asked for per- though large numbers of full dressed
strength wherever he signs.
warts and superfluous hair. Also .
on backed
extremely
Watkins, seem
mission to look Into the tiles. It had bales are laying at various stations "Dago Kid" at Marysville, Kan., paw
face powder, a freckle cure and pin-pi- e
lcngu'
American
10.
night
reApril
Watkins
of
suddenly occurred to him that the
anxious to aid the officers in their
At Des Moines Monday Roy Corlian
awaiting
The same diffl the
cure and pile cure. All of then,
tA Detroit
H 11. K.
port In question had been incorpor- cultles areshipments.
him wrestle. Then two men by the efforts to catch the other fellows.
one
not
five
hit
out
to
times
of
experienced
bat.
in
with
India
2
preparations are purely vegetal'!
7 11
Detroit
ated in a bulkier and larger docu reference to the seed and grain trades. name of William Hays and Hubor
two
no er- compounds.
assists,
olllcers, however, believe that St.
four
and
The
2
S
4
Louis
Have Just added a vt
ment, and by a little search In his It Is slated that there are 13,000 tons approached Watkins, told him that Jones and Adams are implicated in
Schmidt; rors.
Batteries Mullin
i
and
brator machine for treatment
mind and patient hunting he finally of manganese ore awaiting transpor Gorman could outwrestle any man in the matter further than having loangot what the newspaper man wanted. tation to Hombay from three stations the west and that a, bet placed on ed Watkins the money, though neith- Morgan and lluelow.
scalp,
cure of wrinki-- t
face
and
it
no
Murphy
taking
is
,with
chances
At Philadelphia
Washington Phil-wet Kling balking
him was just
Amzl Smith remembers the numlike llnding money. er have been
pam
One coal company places
loss
on him the next two la also used for rheumatism.
It seems en- idelphla
game
postponed;
bers of public documents, what they Ing the year, on accountIts of dur
These men of course were friends of tirely probable,arrested.
according
to
up
a and massage.
seasons.
th
He
this
tied
him
has
with
grounds.
treat of, and the date and year of shortage In railway cars, at $S5,000
Gorman's. Watkins had seen hlin sheriff, thai these men are allies of
IKOS and litoti.
Boston-NeYork contract for
At New- York
their publication, and recalls names
r rum
Klco comes complaint throw the "Dago Kid" and believed the other bunch. It is apparent thai game
NOTICE lXHt PUBLICATION.
grounds.
postponed:
wet
will
expressed
and faces and historical Incidents of mat tne I'orto
his
Watkins
In the island are them.
received no serious Injury
The bartenders of El Paso have
Department of the Interior. Lmii
At
Cleveland Chicago-Clevelan- d
ingness to back Gorman. They told Gorman
the past forty years as the ordinary guilty or railroads
as
no
be
are
fell,
discriminations
as
such
when
can
marks
he
challenged
City
printers
Puss
the
for
Office
at Santa Ee, N. M., March 2f..
man would the happenings of yesterof here every day In the him that they could arrange a match found on him at all. The otllcers size game postponed; rain.
a game of base iball.
The same U 1907.
day. He Is frequently asked by the complained
week.
As a result, an expert of the with a man named McCormlck, who. the whole situation up as one
to
scheduled for next Sunday.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Western Imiiuiic.
senators to refresh their minds on
Commerce commission has by the way, can not be connected swindle Watkins out of his $10,000
Palle. of Iiguna. N. M.. has filed noAt Lincoln
It II. :
events that are not on record, and he Interstate
been sent to I'orto Rico to straighten with the Topeka man of that name. and that now he Insists on having the Lincoln
good
Tommy Corcoran is making
3 10
tice of his Intention to make final five-yeout the tangle. With the Increaso of Then three other men appeared on thing aired. Adams and Jones arc Omaha
in his new berth at New York.
proof in support of hU claim,
He
9
5
business In I'orto Itlco, Incident to the scene as backers for McCormlck. further playing the friend act to es
has the best wishes of practically viz.:
Homestead entry No. 684-- '.
Jones, McKay,
Batteries
Zinran
Hughes,
l'mneroy
are
They
as
known
governthe
introduction
of
American
cape
County Attorney mil Sullivan: Saunders and Gondlng. every player In the game.
themselves.
made February 12, 1902, for the S
Grandfather's Cure for ment, the Spanish way of running and Iteynolils. Gorman said that he J. J. Sehenck
"sweated
for
Gorman
SW Vi section 28, township t N,
At Sioux City
It. H. K.
railroads has led to abuses. The could not give their first names. four hours Saturday afternoon, but
Constipation
1
7 13
City
Harris. Young and Diueen. Huston range C W, and that said proof will
commission expert has been advised Then Watkins said that he did ii"i could gel nothing definite out of him Sioux
be
2
made
before Sllvestre Mirabel. IT.
6
IS
American pitchers, will weigh over
not to instruct the I'orto Itican rail- have any ready money to put up. that would lead to Ihe whereabouts Denver
Sheehan; BOO pounds in the aggregate. They S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
Batteries Stimel
and
REAT medicine,-t- he
Sawbuck. road managers In the tricks of rail However, he went to Kansas City. of the other members of the buncoing
L'nule and McDonoimh.
are the heaviest twiriers in the big N. M . on May 6. 1907.
- nrni-- i
inn iv.il iiii'o. .lilt- iiiiiii.-i- i party. He
Two hours a day sawing wood road management here. but teach
not Issue a warrant
He names the following witnesses to
H. E. leagues.
Al Des Moines
them the legitimate business methods. lon..t who mjii-- thut h is : eom- - for Gormancould
occurance
prove his continuous residence upon,
the
because
'.I
13
VVTT will keep anyone's Bowels
The Interstate Commerce commis mission merchant, and another man did not take place In Shaw nee eoun- - Des Moines
and
cultivation of, the land, viz.:
10
Pueblo
C. M. Daniels, of the New
York
sion has just received a report rela named Adams. These men said thai ty.
regular.
Sheriff Wilkerson, however. i
Halt e r ies Sc h roed r
ClafK Alhlelie club, will meet Henry Taylor, Charles Carr, Ixirenzo Romero Juan
and
tive
to
management
they
McCor
railroad
Gorman
knew
and
that
in
Slam.
,i
satisfied
he has the tool of
No r.eei of pills, Cathartics, Castor Oil, The report covers
Jose M. Cacj, all of I.iguna.
and Wolfe; Hatch and Smith.
English long distance champion swim- Palle.
the year 1906. It mlck had tricked them in another notorious that
bunch of crooks that have
mer, in a race at ilattersby. England. N. M.
or "Physic." if you'll only work the
k
shows that the King of Slam and the wrestling match and that they would been
country
over
operating
MANUEL R. OTEf:0.
the
all
September 10.
heir apparent spent the belter part of advance Watkins the money to bet and intends to hold Gorman on his It ASK It I.I TIPS TO
regularly.
Reg: ner.
THE YOl'NGSTK.KS.
the year riding up and down the on Gorman. This they did and ar own responsibility until he has had
Why
rails. Items like this appear here and ranged for a mortgage on Watkln's further time to communicate with
good
a
be
to
wouldn't
idea
il
XO. 3.
NOTH'i: POK prr.l.ICATION.
Exercise is Nature's Cure for Constipathere in the report. "His majesty cattle as security. Thus the money the officers of Osage county. In the
that Cuban umpire who gave
expression, "a good inside base import
his decisions with a revolver In his
e
Then Watkins came meantime Watkins, the man who has ballTheplayer,"
walk will do, if you took a ride on his special train." "The was secured.
tion and, a
player
means
ball
a
who
Department of the Interior. Land
Crown I'rlnce rode from
to to Topeka last Monday and had a
He would be just the thing
has gone to Lyndon. knows what to do and when to do it hand?
haven't got a wood-pilOtlice at Santa Ke, N. M.. M a - h
and back again." The Am- meeting with the other parties at the lost theto money,
for Muggsy McGraw.
get
a
Gorman.
when
for
his
team
is
And
warrant
the
ut
bat.
1907.
Bui, If you will take your Exercise in an erican officials, after looking the re Fifth Avenue hotel. The match was
that is what each youngster should
Notice Is hereby given that George
Itcliete He Is Wright.
The Atlanta Southern league club
Easy Chair, there's only one way to do that, port over, came to the conclusion that arranged to be held at (juenemo last
try to learn Inside ball.
N. M., ha
the roads of Slam were run for the Friday night.
players were given new haLs for win- Kirochlmu, of
An article clipped from a Denver
because, there's only one kind of Artificial benefit of his majesty and the crown
notice of his intention to maki
paper found in one of Gorman's
ning four straights from Montgomery. filed live-yeVeil ikmn.
Irorman
final
proof
support
in
of his
They are promised new shirts for ihe
Exercise (or the Bowels and its name Is prince.
Accordingly, last Friday niiihi Uo- pockets gives the otllcers what they
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry Vi.
GEO. C. ADAMS
next four in a row.
the stralghtest clew. The ar
two wrestlers
"CASCARETS."
and their respective think IsIs to
6S43.
September
12,
made
fic1902,
a,
number
the effect that
tide
went to (Juenemo. In the of
.'
tile N H NW ht SW y NW Vi and
"What is the matter with a woman backers
Cascarets are the only means to exercise
men left Denver last week
ingreat
business
example
of
The
latest
the
ifiell
blood
bout,
down.
Gorman
NW
HW
U
when she refuses to talk back to her
section Is, township
the Bowel Muscles without work.
for a prospecting trip east. Not be
side work" of the Cleveland Ameri- 7 N, range 4 '4.
W. and that said proof
husband?" asks a Chicago paper. streaming from his mouth and gasping out for business entirely they
cans was "Nig" Clarke making a wild will
had broken a blood ves- - were
he
that
be
l,
made
before
here's nothing the matter with her, ed
SiKestre
taking
with
gmI
them Harry
u. .1 s
thrown lo catch a man already out.
4 nlivuinl:iti
In Vilo
N. M on May 6, 1907.
They don't Purge, Cripe, nor "upset ihsolut.dy nothing. She's perfect.
And the error cost a run.
num. one 01 uenei most able
h- "
treated
summoned
and
Gorman
He names tho following witnesses
expected to
1,u ,nl"
your Stomach,' ' because they don't act like
and took him. t.i the hotel and ha.l
Pretty Near Time- to Change.
prove his continuous
residence
make a few matches and have some
Jack v'hesbro Tan down to a ball to
-- Physics."
For the last ten days Fred Lucas him sent to bed.
upon,
and cultivation of, the land,
game
did
along
Huston,
They
not
route.
at
fun
the
out
tale
of
and
let
Ins been wearing a fancy blue shirt
viz:
pulled
night
men
Charles
Carr.
That
the
Iorenzo
Pomero,
..iher
woe that he was cut $l,f.00 by the
seem to be going anywhere in par
They don't flush out your Bowels and which makes him look very sporty, out, leaving
Palle, Jose M. Caco, ull of
Gorman in Quenemo. ticular. Some of the names of th.
He Juan
New
owners.
York
American
lirayer ( Mo.) Comet.
Intestines with a costly waste of Digestive
M
K
a
.
i
Gorman was to meet his friend Hays men are (!. II. Adams. D. H. Italdwin,
says that is the reason he did not
in St. Joseph the following day. but William iieuuelt and .Mr. Halleck
Juice, as Salts, Castor Oil, Calomel, Jalap,
sign.
Cured of Rheumatism.
- MANUELo R. OTEH
stay
night
to
there
decided
and
that
Gor
believes
Mr. Win. Henry of Chattanooga. recuperate.
Wilkerson
Sheriff
that
or Aperietil Waters always do.
mechanical pari of the game
Dr. L. It. Kinney, a den-tiThe Price of Health.
man is none other than Hany Wrigh; is The
in his left
El Paso now has three base bail
No - Cascarets strengthen and stimulate Teiin., had rheumatism
all easy
and comes with
Marysville, had seen Gor- and
"Tiie price of health in a malarious
are the alleg practice.
arm. "The strength seemed to have man from
associates
that
his
the
Internationteams
El
Pasos.
the
w
While in the tield the
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
restle in M.ryvllle, had
the Bowel Muscles, that line the Food gone out of the muscles so that n
ed men from Denver.
play is always in front of you
You als and one known as the "El Paso" box of Dr. King's New Life Pills."
the match thai night and
"I
passages and that tighten up when food was useless for work," he aays.
club. The EI Paso club is under the writes Ella Slayton, of Noland. Ark.
you
know
do
exactly
to
what
have
"
applied
.'7.7" .1
I'aln Halm and 7w . n a.. ,7
"Pneumonia's Ieallj Work
when the ball comes to you
Hut proprietorship of J. W. Morgan, the New Life Pills cleanse gently anj imtouches them, thus driving the food to its wrappedChamberlain's
'
'
the arm in flannel at night,
had ..so seriously affected my rlyht while the
field, owner of the Coxy Corner saloon.
is
team
parl new lifn and vigor to the sysin
the
other
finish.
and to my relief I found that the pain Watkins. He w.t going to M. Joseph ,
Wl.itei
Fannie Connor, of then Is the time for you to use your
tem. 25c. Satisfaction gu nanr.-ewun
nan
nowever. insiean 01 1llral Uoute Ml. c,t.0rgetown.
at
Trim
A Cascaret acts on your Bowel Muscles gradually left me and tho strength
Doing
Huslne-Again!
ull druggists.
Inaln.
,
going i.
jof.cpii. ..orman arose ..Ul.lt
In three weeks the rheu
leturned.
night
continuously
COUKlled
"
I
my
was
hen
friends thought
Hut before going into tin- details
as if you had Jul! sawed a cord of wood, or matism had disappeared and has not that night and took a train to
fh- - a,, l)iy al,a ,ne neigbobrs' predic
... rvu.o.-- ,
playing the game from the Inside, about to take leave of Ibis world, oil
since returned."
walked ten miles.
If troubled with
Ho- n- consumption
semed Inevitable, of
of Indigestion, nervousness
it would be well to figure on one account
a
try
rheumatism
my
applications
brought
a
IT..
of
until
husband
home
.. """"""
Kcneral debility," writes A. A
Cascarets move the Food Naturally,
lie iook tin; next ir.uu
(lf u,. Kino's New Ills overy more little batting stunt. Don't lus-I.- and
I'ain iiaini. You are certain to be wicnua.
well, N. Y and when
t to practice
bunting, and ktep at Chisholm, Tread
direiting it without waute el tomorrow's pleased with the relief which it af He then learned th.U Gorman liai;wllRh in iiiv case proved to be the
it looked as if there u.ls no hope
you
It.
ll
It
II
until
have
mastered
Topeka.
immediately
come
to
by
hale
For
fords.
all druggists.
uly real cough cure and restorer of
J was persuaded
Gastric Juice.
to try Electric
i lid
wired Watkins, Jones
Adams weak, sore lungs." When all other makes no difference how often you left,
Hitlers, and I rejoice to say that they
Our ltOl t.lt DRV work aon's have who had conie up from Kaimas Ciiy remedies utterly fail, you may still hit the ball or how far it goes, you are
curing me. I am now doing buni-neBox Is made to be washed ovt-rThe thin, flat,
Imperial Laun to see the mat h that soniethiKK wa-'- win in the battle against lung and must be able to "lay the ball down'
again ns of old. und am still
t
lu
to
u
successful
batsman.
a!
head
and
oil
crooked
Gorman
dry Co.
throat troubles with New Discovery
to fit your Vest pocket, or "My Lady's"
gaining daily." Hest tonic medicine
innot
lilt
Topi
a
sacrifice
does
k.i.
that
by
cure.
Guaranteed
the real
all
irth. Guaranteed by all drug- Purse. Druggists - 10 Cents a Box
Accordingly, tho three n ached
druggists. uOc and $1.00. Trial bot jure your batting average. It does
llltteii by a spider.
D0,:
not even count u time at lai in
Carry it constantly with you and take a
Through blood poisoning caused by peka Saturday afternoon,
To all points Railroad Tickets
tie free.
a
many
means
it
a
police
a
time
and
Willi
spider bite, John Washington, of catid
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
the
the
and
Cascaret whenever you suspect you need
NOTU'i:
run.-your
bull
win
run
team,
and
for
113 West Railroad akenue.
Fe trail came in Detectives
l!o.Ueville, Tex., would have lost his Sanl
Oflice,
11
VK
Yt Hit PHOTO TKF.N
one.
games.
leg, which became a muss of running
and Tamils and Sergeant NOW. STMP PICI'l lti:s 2,
Speel-. of the til in
of
li. S
Ho Pi:it DO.KN AND I P. KODVK PIN
The good hitter who can also bunt
Be very csieful to get the genuine sores, had lie nut been persuaded to lloss were waiting for Gorman
Only member of American TicZiaring. 20u West Gold ave-ha- s
try
klin's Arnica Salve. He writes: was taken to the stalion and a
IMIING A SPi:t IALTV. PIIODI I'll. has a decided advantage over baiters man
made only ty the Sterling Remedy Com "ThoHuihist
ket tjrokers' Association In Albusold his interest to C. N.
application relieved, and iniiiul.- - later was turned over lo LOW 4 0 Kit ON JPANKSK SII.K who are not proficient in the art. He llllr.
querque, N. M.
Corresi.oi
pany, and never e:ld in bulk. Every tab four boxes healed oil the tore," Sheriff Wilkerson.
Kinney came on Ol It WOltk IS OIK .i:.ltNTl:H keeps the opposing fielders guessing Duis and in the fulure the linn will
solicited.
They can never tell be known as Davis and .earing. All
Jdc at all
to Topeka yesterday.
STI'IMO, 210 WKST I.OI.D all the time.
'STAIJU
tm Heals every isoie.
lei stamped cut.'
new
payable
to
the
lirni.
W.llkins and his friends. Jones unti .w
j whether he is going to place the ball accounts
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BRI6GS DEDUCES MARVIN BOY

I

S

Our Prices

1

are right

WAS KIDNAPED AND CARRIED OFF

All Kinds

IN LOOP ON DELAWARE DAY
could have left the Marvin place with
the boy by A vehicle, or its tracks
would have shown on the Ice crust.
The straw slack was torn down
Oil
MCKT NOW KlMi
everything done to eliminate the imFTY Tl TAKK UKWAIW SA1KI-Y- .
possible which points to the possible and probable Sherlock Holmes
theory.
crust in enough places In test It
ly Win. II. ItiiKftM.)
Now for the evidence to support
lie would have found that any
Ievr, Del.. April 24. Kveryboily and crosslnR
The kidnapers. In takone of these spots would the theory.
in Cover, and the thousands all over one
boy across the creek, had the
ing
the
through
crust.
have
broken
the
sympatlm country who have been
shelter of a group of stunted cedars,
The first positive evidence to greet which would cover their retreat while
thetically interestPrt In the mysteriwas
a
eye
Holmes
of
Sherlock
the
Horace
little
of
ous disappearance
they were carrying little Horace to
Marvl'i, wonder why no word Is peculiar and suspicious arrangement Kits Hammock.
On that day Kits
on
the
across
creek
boards
the
of
Btole
the
men
who
the
from
was an Ideal spot for
har!
He would have ex- Hammock
iMany peoplu ko further and Marvin place.
hild.
design.
their
Not
soul was within
a
amined this cnrcfully and here Is miles of this cluster of deserted
(I. Tlare that he was not kidnapped.
's
The
found:
he
have
would
what
huts. The place was the one
Now, If Sherlock Holme, were here
as
If
was
was
It
broken.
get
only one by which they could
lie would not doubt for an Instant
one had uttempted to walk and
the boy away and out of the state,
that the lad was kidnaped and he some
but, once
boards,
across
carefully
the
why.
would know
having a heavy burden, had pressed farm. they had taken him from the
In the first article In this series down
hard on one of the sticks,
the whole case was covered as well which too
The ice had begun to break up In
pierced the Ice.
up to the last
:isi a motive Riven
Delaware tiny, the tide carrying it
huor
trace
of
Kvcry
track
other
Horace,
when
tiinplble trace of little
to the Jersey shore.
This left the
hi; was Been by Ilosle Standixh and man movement about the place va. way clear for embarking in a sloop
(he four men standing on top of the accounted for. either by the chil- - or other vessel of light draught at
Once in the bay the
Kits Hammock.
kidnapers had the choice of a dozen secret and safe landing places
that would put them within easy
reach of trains and conveyances to
remote parts of the country.
Sherlock Holmes, having deduced
j
and proved his theory so far, would
be usked why the kidnapers do not
communicate with old Dr. Marvin,
'
father, who prom-- i
the heart-broke- n
i;es a money reward and no questions
'
asked for the safe return of his boy.
Here Is the theory, again by de-- ;
ductlon. When the boy was stolen
the kidnapers probably did not know
lust how much they had undertaken.
Tii get the boy was easy enough, but
in Delaware kidnaping is punishable
with death. The hour the boy was
missed a great hue and cry was rais
ed.
It spread quickly over the en- tire country. The linkertons were
brought into the case at once.
It
was publicly announced that Dr. Mar
vln turned over his mail to them
out opening it. No communication
would reach the father without first
going through their hands. This fact
was scattered broadcast.
Now Bher
luck Holmes knows that the busi
ness of tho I'inkertons is to capture
the kidnapers as much as it is to
secure the safe return of little Hor
L-ace. Would the men who stole him
J
make a proposition under these con
w. K.
pinkkhton'
with
This would be Sherlock
wtivks ami m:h;iii.oki. ditlons?
FAJtMttltS MAKINtJ A MINl'TK K X AM I X AT ION OF MAIIVIX
Holmes' answer, and it would bi
fAKM AM) HHIiIlN;S IN ANOTHKH KFFOIIT TO FIM
A light.
They must wait for a more
niiV.W OK A DKIU CTIOX THAT WOULD I.KAD TO A CliKW TO favorable opportunity.
T11K MISSINtt 1JOY.
Dr. Marvin now gets his own mail
and waiting in the Farmers' bank
gold which the cashier
Is
straw stack near the Marvin bam. dren's movements or those of the Is J 1,000 in to
give for the safe re
instructed
Now, by the process of deduction, Woodall men moving out the furniturn of Horace without u question
the solid ground of fact is left be- ture.
hind for equally solid ground of abHy the same process of elimina- asked.
The kidnapers now must
solute probability.
tion every other means of egress from lose the boy. kill him. or holdeither
hint
Kherlock Holmes would first have Dover has been proven impossible toy until they can communicate, without
been struck by the fact that the the Sherlock Holmea method. Had fear of the consequences, directly to
uroun-- i In the vicinity of Bay Meathe kidnapers taken a train or a Dr. Marvin. They must wait until
dow. farm was covered by frozen
they would have been at once the time is ripe.
This very condition threw o?T discovered.
riow
Every trainman and
Where the boy is now and what
experl-rncevery passenger at Dover, at Wyomthe scent some of the most
probable fate Is will be told toofficial detectives, for they as- ing and other nearby stations has his
morrow
as
Holmes would
sumed that the frozen snow left no been questioned. No one saw the disclose It bySherlock
the theory of deduc
impression of footmarks.
But Sher-lo.-- k boy. No vehicle could have left tlon.
Holmes would have gone
Dover or Us vicinity at that time of
He would have examined this nay
without observation.
No one
(Continue!.)
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If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above S
2
and send same to the office of The Kvening Citizen.
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Donovan. Floyd W., machinist Albuquerque foundry, res. 1120 south
A mo street.
Doolittle, James M., mgr. Albuquerque Lumber Co., 423 north First
street; res. 1018 north Second
street.
I turn n
V.
J . miner, leu R24 west
lfMllronil avenue.
Doran, Mrs. Lena, rooming house,
res. 624 west Railroad avenue.
IKirris, Thomas M., clerk, J. F. Pal
mer, res. 716 south Edith street.
F., employe Colorado
Dose, John
Telephone Co., res. 24 south Second street.
res. north
Doud, Mat. carpenter,
ltroadway, near Marquette avenue.
A.,
res.
R.
south
Dougherty. Mrs.
Edith street.
Dougherty, Wm., general merchandise, res. 705 south Proadway.
Dougherty, Wm. T., clerk A. J. Ma- loy's, res. 217 south Fourth street.
Douglas, A. W chief telegraph op
erator A. T. & H. . Ry., res. 101
south Walter street.
Douglas, Harry, machinist Santa Ke
shops, res. 431 west Pacific avenue.
w est
7 12
Dow, Virginia, domestic.
Copper avenue; res. same.
res.
brewery'.
Dowe, Joe, employe
971 Forester street.
Downey, P. N., clerk Oraham Pros.,
res. 410 north Second street.
Downs, Mrs. H. K. (widow), dealer
in groceries and notions, D06 south
Arno street; res. same.
Doyle, Charles, switchman Santa Fe
Ry., res. ,713 south First street
Doyle.
Frank, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 205 north Second
street.
Doyle, Hanna, res. 619 north
First
street.
Doyle, James, switchman Santa Fe
Ry., res. 713 south First street.
Doyle, Richard, conductor Santa Fe
Ry., res. 209 south Arno street.
Dragole, Miss Ella, clerk, res. 304
north Broadway.
Dragole, Mike,
dealer In general
merchandise, 300 north P.roadway,
res. 304 north ltroadway.
Draper. Mrs. H. P., res. 419 north
Twelfth street.
Dravn, Miss Sarah, washing, res. Ill
east Iron avenue.
Drenan, Fred, clerk Oraham Pros.,
res. 117 north Sixth street.
Dressel. Miss Adelald, res. 605 south
Walter street.
Dressel, John H., electrical engineer,
res. 605 south Walter street.
Dreyfus. Joe. laborer, res. 1524 south
Second street.
Dreyfus. John, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1524 south fec- ond street.
Driscoll, Jerry, laborer. res. G09
south Second street.
Driscoll, Miss Nellie, res. 30 north
Third street.
Drolet, Miss Hattle, stenographer,
res. 321 H west Railroad avenue.
Drolet, L'lman, bovkVueper, res. 321
west Railroad avenue.
Drury, James H., carpenter.
Santa
Fe; res. 314 fcouth Arno street.
Dry, Dan, lineman, res. 308 south
ltroadway.
Dry, O. M., inspector American Lum
ber Co.. res. 308 south Broadway.
Duberel. William, steam titter Santa
Fe, res. 1111 north First street
Duenos, Patrlco, laborer, .res. 1009
south Broadway.
Duffy, Joseph J., clerk freight depot;
res. 625 west Coal avenue.
Duggan, Klern J., bollermaker Santa
'
f
Fe shops, res. 623 south First
street.
Duitman. David A., wind mill agent
res. 717 south Edith street.
Duitman, John, employe Superior
planing mill. ivs. 717 south Edith
street.
Duitman, Miss Winnie, clerk, res. 717
south Edith street.
Dun, R. O. & Co. (W. H. Carney.
mgr), ruling agency, room 4 1 Bar
nett building.
FTtrmxmAPII TAKK KSPKCI AIXY FOIl TIIF. KVKXIXfi riTIZF.X OF KITS HAMMOCK,
Dunbar, E. H., real estate, 224 west
IRSFKTEI
PISH Kit VIMiAtiK, AND KICUII WIII'KK Holt At i; MAItVIX WAS FKOI1AI1I.Y
TAKEN AND VW
Cold avenue; res. 615 west Coal
ABOARD IIOAT MY THK KIDXAl'KHS.
avenue.
Dunbur. Ralph S., plumber, res. 615
west Coal avenue.
grass and 'basking in the favor of the
Duncan, Harry, switchman Santa Fe
POMTl K I'KOOl'".
WHITE-NOSEBURRO
D
Ry., res. 7 22 west Tljeraa avenue
millionaire at los Gatos.
His workSIii.iiIiI Com loco tlm ;reatest skeptic Dunn, E. T., carpenter, res. 4 20 south
ing days are over.
In Albuquerqu.
Edith street.
OFFIFK ("HI KF yL'AKTKK MAS-TEHecause it's the evidence of an
Dunn, John J., brakeman Santa Fe
PENSIONED FOR LIFE
20,
Denver, Colo., April
1907.
Ry., res. Highland rooming house
citizen.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
Testimony easily investigated.
Dunnigan. Maurice J., railway postal
received here and at office of the
strongest
res. 208 south llign Htrect.
clerk;
The
if
endorsement
until 11 a. m., April merit.
l
Duran, Emil, employe W. H. Hahn
YKAltS OK KAITIIKVIi Quartermaster
30, 1907, for furnishing fuel coal, reThe lMst proof. Head It:
& Co.
MtiVICK IN MIXING lUXilONS,
quired during the fiscal year ending
es.
J. M. Parker, living at 317 South JJiiran. Miss Carlan4ta, clerk,
IU7IIKKi TO IJVK IX
190s, at Fort Wingate. New Fourth street, Albuquerque,
30,
June
417 north Fourteenth street.
X. M,
I.t'Xl'ItY.
Mexico.
Information
furnished on says: "Doan's Kidney pills are en- Duran, David, driver Trimble Transapplication here or at office of post titled to the strongest praise I can
fer Co., 113 north Second street;
Sr Francisco. April 23. In a quartermaster. F.nvelopes to be mark- give
I never placed much
them.
res same.
lioola; compartment built for his ac-- i ed "Proposals for Fuel at Fort
faith in patent medicines, but 1 can Duran, Frank, waiter San Jose resonimodation,
Cavlland, a white-noHe- ii
V. A. il
Mc.".ri,KY. Chief say 1 have derived more good
taurant, res. 316 north First street.
from
burro, with his night and day Quartermaster.
Doan's Kidney Pills than 1 supposed Duran, J. C, employe American
attendant, arrived here from Mazat-:.it would be possible for me to get
Lumber Co., res. 624 west TIJeraj
on the vteanuihip Curacoa.
from any kind of medicine or treatlOlRKKA!
avenue.
ment. Several years ago I began to Duran, Jose, res. 3 IS north First
Javl!and is the pensioner of Capt.
Yt, I Ha ao I'ouiul it at I .a it.
I.lnyd Kawiins, millionaire, of
of kidney comstreet.
Found what'.' Why that Chamber-Iain'- s notice Indications
lutof. who bought him twelve years
Salve cures eczema nnd all plaint. A year ago my condition Duran, T. It., general merchandise,
aun ,nd used him constantly when manner of itching of the skin. I reached the state where 1 was an alTwelfth street, near lumber mill.
'niir.tr about Durango, looking after have been afflicted for many years most constant sufferer from pain in Duran, 1'aiilo, yard helper Hahn &
ni fliver mines.
When Kawiins re- with skin disease. I had to get up my back and trouble of an alarming
Co.. res. Old Town.
sumed to Kos (atos, leaving his son, three or four times every night and nature existed with the kidney secre- Durght, T. Henry, grocer, res 5i'2Va
one
On
tions.
s;u.nrt. to look after his mining
kidney
occasion
the
allay
wash with cold water to
west Railroad avenue.
the
in Durango, he missed Oavl-Uri- terrible itching, but since using this secretions stopped altogether and I Dusenbury, Mark H machinist Santa
Fe shops, res. 523 south First
si much that he finally decided salve in December, 1905, the itching had to have a physician draw It from
to have him brought home. The red has stopped and has not troubled me. rue. At that time I was employed aa
street.
a
giv-engineer
locomotive
to
und
Ongley,
had
Elder John T.
Hootvllle,
liurro with the white nose will six'iid
Milton M., city circulator,
up this work, as the jar of the engine Dutcher,
remainder of his days eating th Pa. For sale by all druggists.
Albuquerque Evening Citizen; res.
made tho pain in my back beyond en415 north Fourteenth street.
durance. I suffered from pain across Dye, I. A., lumberman, res. 85ft north
my loins and In both sides over my
Eighth
hips that 1 would have to sit down in Dye. Missstreet
Mary, forelady Imperial
a chair and lean my back against
laundry, res. 124 north Arno street.
something to support it. At night Dye,
Ross, captain bell boys. Alva-radafter I would retire I would not sleep
res. some.
any more than an hour before the Dye. I. hotel;
.
118
11,
north Arno
pain would waken me; then I would
street
have to sit up In bed and bend over Dynes, Charles E., railway mail clerk
in order to get relief.
The kidney
res. 315 north Sixth street
secretions were very profuse, and
what added to my misery was a
burning, scalding sensation which accompanied the secretions.
About
three months ago I learned of Doan's Eakin. DdVid K res. ill south Third
Kidney
trade-marprocured
Pills
and
street.
thing
supply.
a
more than
If i ct
Mantis for tme
In a short time every difficulty wai Eakin,
Miss Certrude. bookkeeper,
anctiur, that thirty is durability. Our Stag Blucher is a
res. 018 south Third street.
corrected and I have no trouble at all
(luratiility and hervice in every line.
shot tli..t
my
with
back and kidneys now. I Eakin, James D., pres. Consolidated
It is r.eat nd dressy, too. An ideal shoe fur business
am as well and Wrong aa ever and
Liquor Co, res. 9 1 south Third
so
office
walk
much
the
if
like
vou
to
to
the
and
st.iT,
am certain that I could take up the
street
of
In
uim'.e
list
letter.
work that I had to give up, and could Eaklns. Edward F clerk, res. 14 23
do it without any trouble.
j
west Railroad avenue.
Oa occasions without number I have recom- Eames, Margaret, waitress Alvarado
mended Doan's Kidney Pills, and
hotel, res. same.
whatever I can say for them will al- Earitkson & Sabin, merchandise
slioe fur your money. It is
ways afford me pleasure."
v J wiil Mt t:nd a
brokers, room 2U N. T. Arrnijo bldg.
Price,
sole.
$4.
For sale by all dealers.
a iua mt tal ISlticiiir, dmil'Ic extended
Price 10 Eurnhart, K. F., employe American
Foster-Milburn
comfort,
Ucents.
for
,
us
and
Co
delighted
Vou will
sotli the tit,
liuffal i,
Lumber Co, res. 957 north Eighth
New Tork. sole agents fur the Cniwd
dend-ab'It is honestly made
street.
tri!!? fhoe is unexcelled.
States.
F.. employe American
Easby,
in every way.
Uemetnber the name 1 loan's and
Lumber Co., res. 913 north Twelfth
takv' no other.
,'0. It
struct.
Ea-erS , j. lumber, res. 204
Charl
It. Kt'illi SIkm- - ii . MaUi r- -.
avenue.
Haxeldine
east
xotici:
iioiisn
owxi:ns.
Krix-i- i
Sold liy WII.I.IXM
M.i.
Tin- - Altiuuuerque Carriage
Dr. J. H., physician, res.
Coin-- . Easterday,
( II M l IV.
410 west liold avenue.
pan) , I irst and Tljerax, has
Eastman, Allen, barber, res. 714 west
tlie MtTvitVH of a first class
ami guarantee all work, ur no uy.
Lead avenue.
.
714
Don't fail to attend the M. K lea Eastman. Frank il . barber,
tuuiotion afternoon or evening.
Wet Lead avenue.
Ice-cru- st
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Eberhardt,
Ccorge. meat cutter.
Klelnwnrt's
meat market.
112
north Third street; res. name.
Economist. The (Weinman ft
props), dry goods, notions and
millinery.
0
west Railroad
avenue.
Edgar. E. R. (Imperial Laundry Co),
res. 718 south Third street.
Edgar, W. L., (Imperial Laundry Co.)
res. 1107 Kent avenue.
Edgington, Jesse L., foreman Santa
Fe, res. 62S south Edith street.
Edick. Ueorge w., carpenter, rea. 609
west Silver avenue.
Edle, V. P., mgr. Albuquerque Wool
Scouring mills, res. 903 north Second street.
Edwards. Milton II., clerk Trotter A
Hawkins, res. 817 north Eighth
street.
Edwards, otto, grocery clerk, res. 215
west Marble avenue.
Edwards. Riley, clerk Brlgham's grocery, res. 216 west Marblo avenue.
Edwards, Rosette, employe Alvarado
curio rooms, res. 301 north Broadway.
Eggleston, Frank, switchman Santa
re Ky. res. 1 1 4 V north Second
street.
Ehlers. Herman, clerk W. H. Hahn
co.. res. 122 north Eleventh
street.
Ehlers. Miss Pauline, run finn .,,,u.
Arno street.
Elchar. Joseph H. (Stevens. Elchar
t coi, grocer; res. 803 south Third
street.
Eldson. Miss Jcannettp. ram Kir.
jtoma. avenue.
Elgenberry, Roy A., employe Santa
re uy., res. &uz west Railroad
avenue.
Ittreln, Alfred S., conductor Santa
re uy., res. 1 0 west Hasteldtne
avenue.
kstrom, Oeorge, machinist Santa Fe
snops. res. 724 south linu ,Iil.,v
Ekwull. E., blacksmith J. Korher' A
Co.. res. 408 north N.tnnn.i utn,ai
Elder, Miss Ida, teacher third ward
scnooi, res. sua east Coal avenue.
Elder, James E., real estate agent
room 9 N. T. Arrnijo bldg.; res
124 south Arno street.
Eider. Dr. John W nhmMm
surgeon, room 17 Harnett bldg.;
res. in: norm fJignih street.
Ellas, it., prop, fruit store, 113 north
First street; res. 318 north Broadway.
Elite Cafe (F. J. Cross, prop.), 180
west Oliver avenue.
Elks' Oner a. Ilnuuo n A
mgr), corner Fifth street and Oold'
avenue.
Elliott, Ernest W., engineer Hubbi
laundry, res. 413 south Second
street.
Ellis, E. K. leader American Lumber
Co. tiand res. Highland rooming
houju.
Ellis, Ueorge K., mgr. Bennett curio
more, res. iwTaige notei.
Ellis, John R., clerk Santa Fe, res
K"2 smith t'.llth in.n
Ellis, Mrs. T. N., res. 622 South Edith
street.
Ellison, Morris, prop, second-han- d
store, (& south First street; res
.01 south High street.
Elm, Mrs. Lillian, maid Alvarado ho
tel; res. same.
Ehmen, Henry, carpenter, res. 1119
south Walter street
Elwln, Charles, musician American
wmlicr Co. band, res. Orand Cen
tral hotel.
Elwood, Roy S res. 203 north Edith
street.
Ely, Edward M.. brakeman Santa Fi
res. 412 south Fifth street.
Emerson, E. E., engineer American
Lumber Co., res. 307 west Santa
r e avenue.
Emerson, Mrs. K. I... res. 1213 south
Broadway.
Emery, Arthur C, plumber, reH
south Third street.
Emmons. John D., res. 310 south
Walter street
Encias, Mrs. Decederlo (widow), re
1724 Bnrelas road.
Englander, Mrs. T., res. 609 Hen
dricks avenue.
Englander, Willluiii, res. 509 Hen
dricks avenue.
Engle, Philip, res. 52 south Edith
street.
InpAmntlv
AniH
Fnirlthart.. 1 .1 m ,.1 .. . , .UwU...vk..b
n'
r ......
t
ri- " r . rnu
utnml DII1XI,
.ULUIlli
wtfi9
v a. uDwwta,
English. Frank, porter Alvarado
bar- ut-- r
res. kvs norm rum
niiuji,
Street
Epltaca, Salas, employe American
mmwr co., res. norm First street.
Epple, Charles, machinist Santa Fe
shops, res.
1409
south Second
street.
Equitable Life Insurance Co. (Walter
S. Boweu. mgr). room 1. Whiting
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is right
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

H

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

20S-21-
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oh-
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. . . PUBLISHED

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

1

inn

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

1

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

bldg.

&

north First trtreet

Cbu. Melloi, SeereUrj:

3. D. Eakin, President
O. Oloml, Vie President.

O.

Rcachl, Tretuirer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
BuecMore to

'

MELINI A CAKIN. and ACHECHI A CIOMI.
WMOLMMALM OKALWItm IN

'

r- -

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wt

V.

Erwin. Miss Florence, milliner, 30J
west Railroad avenue; res. room 41
Barnett bldg.
Ervln. Dr. Loren E., dentist, rooms
t ana Darnell bldg.; res. same.
Escamlllas, Seferiano, employe Santa Fe shops, res. 1222 Barelas road.
Esemlllo, Severlano, res. 1224 liarela
road.
Esmaley, Robert, driver,
res. 315
north Arno strtet
Espinosa. A ore Ho M, professor of
language University of New Mexico; res. 608 west Silver avenue.
Espinosa, Dolores .eploye Gross Kelly & Co.. res. 1401 south Third
street
Espinosa. KusUgirio, laborer, res.
1308 south Second street
Espinosa, Joe, truckman Cross Kelly
& Co.,
13U8
res.
south Second
street.
Esselburn. A Kin, clerk San Jose market, res. 114 south Arno street.
Esquibel, Tellesfero, employe Oraham
cafe, res. 493 west Hazeldine avenue.
Estrada. Fellciano, laborer, res. 4 47
west Pacific avenue.
Etter, Wm. K., superintendent Rio
Crande division Santa Fe Ky.; res.
(19 west Cold avenue.
311
res.
Ethelba, Kay, carpenter.

BY . . .

k0p

0rytblog la sleek to outfit tb

me$t fmtildloat

Hv. bt.n

bar etnpiit

appointed exelualva agent In th Southwest for Jee. .
SchllU, Wm. Lamp and St Loiila A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayefs Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other etsndard brands of whiskies toe numsrOus to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the strmlght article s recelred by us from the beet
laerlee.
Distilleries snd Breweries In Ue United SUt a. CM and lnsseet
r
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue And Frtee I4M.
Issued to dealers only.

e0OOOOOOOoe0i
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brans Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anil Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
R0mr on miming mnd mill MmoMnory m Baimlty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry eaft aide of railroad track.

0000400
WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent

Prices

B. RUPPE

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Oeooeoooooo
The St. Elmo

O O k
Finest Whiskies

.

;
University.
Etue, Charles,
Janitor
res. same.
Brandies.
Etc.
Wines,
j
Evans, Bart, bartender St. Elmo. res.
over postoffice.
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
Evans, E. L. employe American
i
SAM PL A NO
Lumber Co, les. 419 west Fruit
i
avenue.
( I 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOM9
Evans, Frank I. les. 513 south Arno
street.
employe American
Evans, (;. w.
Lumber Co., res. Orand Central
hotel.
Everitt, Arthur, Jeweler, 107 went
(leitulue Anicrti-mblok, per
Railroad avenue; res. 818 north
tou
SS.50
Third street
19.50
Orrlllo Lump
Everitt. Miss Edith L. school teach.tO
Anthracite Nut
er, res. 818 north Third street.
Ss.tHt
Antliractie nilfed
Everitt. Oeorge, Jeweler and optician,
Antliraclte, stuve .ami .furnace
res. 417 west Roma avenue.
Everitt, Miss Olivia, stenographer. F. Mi'xlio City und return S 10.23, April
$9.50
slim
W. Clancy; res. 818 north Third
S.0O
Clean Gaa Coke
JT.tli to Muy IHib. l imit July SI..
street.
WOOD.
J. K. I'lliUY. Attt'ill.
Ewens, Edgar, driver Charles Ilfeld
Given Mill Wood, per load . . . . f 3.S5
& Co.. res. 310 Mountain road.
Ewers, Clyde V'., grocery clerk, rp.i.
2500 UJIC Y AllUS
!' DIUT I'Oll
&
W.
422 west Santa Fe avanu
Till: ASKIM.. MNN SUUHKItY
rttooee.
(Contliiuitl Tomorrow.)
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President.

of Archbishop Wliately's that
a
In
a business are apt to be the
engaged
piaetically
Judges of proposvl changes of detail In its conduct,
that they are apt to be the very worst of sweeping

.

It is

meeting to declare war upon
proposes to hold
president and the republican party, regardless of consequence. It is making the light of a cornered rat, to
force the people, of Albuquerque to uphold the camg
which ha",
paign of villitlcatlon and
brought uimn the late executive a dlsinissnl in disgrace
at the hands of the president.
st
The jwiptr.now has nothing to lose. It is in
ditch, and wisely figures nut that It might just as
band
well die there, fighting to uphold lis
ner. It is even common talk that the paper, with
greed, has mad- - the last flKht pay, as it lias made
the whole campaign pay. by forcing J. J. Hagernian.
father of the boy executive, to invest heavily in the
publishing company, in order to bolster up the courage of H.mny Mi'pherson and the reform element.
That the people of Albuquerque realize the position In which Herbert J. Hagerman and the morning
paper nre placed Is shown by the fact that a number
of
of republicans, approached by representativ
absolutely refused to have anything to do wit
the meeting tonight. They politely but firmly stated
that they would not make speeches denouncing the
president, a.n.1 would not be present to hear others do
It. The republicans who believe in the future of tlv
party are wise enough to know that the course being
pursued by the morning paper can result In but one
thing their absolute ostracism by the republican party
A
and condemnation at the hands of the president.
d
member of the last legislature, who In a
way did the biddings of Macpherson, now openly boasts
that the republican ranks have been pierced and thai
the democrats will carry everything In New Mexico at
the next general election. That Is the sort of republican
reform the morning paper stands for!
The deThe game of Macpherson is quite simple.
posed governor did not want to come to Albuquerque
and be present at a Macphersonlte democratic fiasco.
He refused to evme "very sorry," and all that sort of
thing and left the whole matter In Danny's hands. It
is now up to Danny to get the bunch together and try
If he can not get
and make a creditable showing.
men get out the women.
If the meeting is even J
d
showing, then the governor "mm est", will
come to Albuquerque and lead the funeral cortege. If
It is not, then Hagerman is in the clear. He can say
that he knew nothing of it. Danny has nothing to lose.
He is not a republican, never will be and does not wan'
to be. He Is willing to shoulder the affair and take the
consequences.
Are the republicans of Albuquerque going to be deceived Into following him. like sheep, through a hole In
the fence? The Citizen thinks not.
When it comes to taking sides in territorial matter..
tome may be led this way and that.
When It comes to
an open and public denouncement of Theodore noose
velt, the greatest' reformer and leader the republican
party and the people of the entire United States hava
ever had. the citizens of Albuquerque know where to
line up. The meeting tonight will not be political, says
What under the bright sun of
the morning paper.
heaven is it then? It is nothing more nor less than a
political attempt of Macpherson and the deposed governor to force the people of Albuquerque to declare
war uinin President Roosevelt. Sherman's definition of
war will apply fittingly in this case to every republican
who attends that meeting.
.

mud-slingin-

th-la-

sllme-coverc-

er,

half-hearte-

half-hearte-

PRESIDENTIAL

CONTEST

John Temple Mraves, of the Atlanta Georgian, having proposed that Bryan, at the national democratic
convention, shall nominate Roosevelt as a candidate
for the presidency, the Atlanta Constitution makes th..'
counter proposition that at the republican national
convention President Roosevelt shall nominate W. J.
Bryan. Commenting on these, the Washington Herald
says:
"It points to the solution of a most perplexing
present-da- y
problem, and lays before the land an idea
Undoubtedly there are thouthat is full of promise.
sands of people In these United States who will never
1ms
satisfied until they see these two great Americans
Roosevelt and Bryan fight it out, man for man. before
the American people. Here is the chance.
Let Mr.
Itryan nominate Mr. Roosevelt; let Mr. Roosevelt nominate Mr. Bryan and then let the campaigning commence. It would be the very warmest thing In the way
of a political contest this country ever knew:
Skyrockets, spinning wheels, giant crackers and red til"
would mark Its every step. It would be something I"
tell about fifty years from now."

men
best
but
and

mud-slinki-

had lasted some eleven weeks and cost many thoil- mds of dollars to each side ends in a mistrial, which
is on any theory a failure of justice, the "man In the
street win lie apt to diner wun tne learned
To the man in the slreet the result
trlct attorney.
And so it seems to foreign
ins a public sjundal.
to
foreign
laymen, Including th'?
as
lawyers as well
pi aetloners of the Knglish law, from w hich our own
criminal procedure is derived. They point to the cure
of Kayner, which in some aspects Is curiously parallel
which took one day to try, and
to the ease of Thaw-a
In
verdict. With such a showing it certainresulted
ly appears to
the plain man that our system Is in
observe that the
need of a thorough overhauling.
of evidence are practically the same In the two
cotiutires, and the requirement of the unamlnity if
the juty precisely the same.
line point which seems to need special attention
is the matter of expert testimony.
When Molineux was
convicted Judge Noah Davis said that it was a scandal that a man should be found guilty of murder on
"hired testimony." The experts in that case were experts In handwriting.
In this case they were alienists.
Rut the principle is the same. Leaving- out the presumption that In a certain proportion of instances expert witnesses may. quite unconsciously to themselves,
be swayeil by their retainers, it Is plain that a rich
culprit in a cas3 which depends upon expert testimony has the advantage over a poor culprit which the
one weight and one measure of absolute Justice would
deny to him. The fact Is a clear aralgnment of our
procedure.
Dr. Hamilton's suggestion, as we understand It, is that experts, like the "jury of matrons"
under the old common law, should be ministers and
otlicers of the court, paid by the public but by nolthe-"side- ."
A corollary
to this proposition would probably be that when the defense of Insanity is raised
the investigation of that defense should be left to the
special Jury of disinterested experts, and that if they
declare It to be unfounded it should not be pleaded
on the trial. Some such system as this would prevent
any such forensic impudence as the putting forward
of the defense of "Justifiable insanity," or of "Dementia Americans," which has in this ca.se been allow
ed to be put in. And assuredly the progress and the
result or
of this trial do not tend to showthat everything Is for the best under the best of all
possible systems of criminal procedure - New Vork
Times.
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ilftO PROVES AN
ALLEY BY (Jokf.)

mi: iMcnm:

tTo lie continued.)

ex-ui- s-

l'.y Morning

Journal (rens:l

Wire-- .

Cnclus l'lalns. Art., April "23."
The live women and sixteen school
children In this city unanimously con
demn the action of the president in
removing Little Herbert and appointing George Curry. They unanimously
agree with the Journal that the president Is a liar, etc. Mrs. Blank ha.i
already wired the president at tlu
Journal's expense, a.s per Little Danny's Instructions.
Hy Mornini;

Journal fircax:!

Win--

Uses.
All ladies who attend the meeting tonight iiie respectfully requested by Little Danny to wear trains. I:
gives him more material to hide behind and helps till up
the hail

Captain furry." say the Silver 'ily Kntei pi
"is a thoroughbred westerner, of rugged
character, and possessing executive ability I,, a high

is- -,

"its

nut a political meeting.'' wails tin- nooning
of which might possibly be taken t,. mej-- i
that Little Danny has "resigned" from polities.

paj;r, all

r"U'"-t-
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Journal Greased Wire.
semi-annu-

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

S)

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

--

$

"The news caused a wave of universal grief to sweep over this city and
today the store, saloon and blacksmith shop are closed, with crepe

e
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WHAT FORMER CHIEF JUSTICE
LONG SAYS ABOUT TUCUAICARI

has just leaked out that Little
Danny had intended organizing
a
"Fake Reform I'nlon, laical No. 23"
and any member who accepted a territorial office that paid more than
Little Danny got. would be on the
t blacklist then and there.
It

00000000XXXXXXXXXK00000X
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Judge K. V. Lang, a prominent .ittorney of
Vegas, w as an ap recialed visitor here last week. lie
was en route to Santa Rosa, to attend the district

' The law
holds a person accused of
crime,
innocent until he has been
court, and visited here a day among his frmds. Speak proven guilty."
said the knowing one.
tng of liis trip over, he suid
"That's all right." answered the
Dropping down from the Roy mesa through l'. practical reader, "Rut the Morning
War Cry. convicts a man even when
Hell ranch to the lower altitude, the railroad before he's
proven innocent."
reaching Tueumcari passes across a wide leveled plain
and here the houses visible from the car windows at"
It is understood that Little Herbert
to be wen in every direction.
counted thirty homeh..s an axe for sale cheap. I'rolmbly
il
stead houses, most of the tracts of land well fenced
would be a good tiling for the territory to buy It and make it a perand having barns and wind mills at many place
manent
of the Capitol furniture.
over j.edO acres are fenced and tiled upon near th ' Governorpart
t'urrv may need iv
line of the railroad within six miles of Tueumcari.
O
Near this county seat, the improvements, houses, wind
Wh.-Teddy canned little Herbert,
mills, barns, outhouses, fences and cultivation indicatu he killed Danny's goose that laid the
Gold, n egg. That is why there Is not
thrift and prosperity.
Seeing is believing.'
in
of quacking in the office
locality I did not hav t be shown; but aof superfluity
lie Morning War Cry.
I
was shown."
-- O
Inn ing the past year Tueunicai i h ts gieatly imWhen thought of the last
bitter
proved.
Xew residences are sinnging up la every d
h"ur come like a blight over the spirit
go forth among the people Dan'elion and sever il creditable business houses have been then
ny, and
uKe to the reform busierected and finished, while others are building. on- ness
ward, upward, progression seems the condition in tjuav
-- 0eounty. .Many Las Vegans are at Tueumcari. Among
Se, retary Hening
Would
of
Hit
the most prosperous is D. J Aber. the surveyor, whose Korean of
numeration take that promany friends In tile .Meadow City will lie pleased t
verbial "irieute centavos adoiie i ur- lem y fo Ins jo), just now ''
hear tint he is miikitii: a decided
iu his
1
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BARRETT

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Ycur Work.

CONFESSES
MURDER
Killed Fred Thtelemarf'. While

Cleaned Gun.
Looked Like Suicide.

Latter

director?-recommende-

u.-- t

liella. iVilo.. April 24. A confession
made by Frank t Hartlett. who is
dying iu a sanitarium at Indlo, 'al..
Iium consumption, clears up the mystery surrounding the death of Fred
Thicleman, a trapper and hunter, better known as "Judge Fred," who was
shot to death ill a tent at Kgglestot!
lake in lirand mesa, during September. 1XS.1.
Hartlett claims that he
murdered Thicleman. who was his
partner, in a lit uf anger after a quar-

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY
ttO Wist

Gold Avenue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.

If There

rel.

Il was always believed until now
thn! Thleleman was accidentally killed by the explosion of bis gun, which
he was cleaning at the time, and a

coroner's jury which Investigated his
death al the time returned a verdict
to this effect. It apparently did not
oicur to the authorities or the members of the jury that an experienced
hunter und trapper would never be so
careless as to clean a loaded gun with
the muzzle pointing directly at Ills
head.
According to Rartlett's confession,
lie witnessed Thleleman cleaning the
gun when the idea to suddenly kill his
partner and make it appear like an
accident flashed across his mind. A
second later he Kent a bullet through
Thleleman's head ami then reported
that the hunter had accidentally killed himself.
his
confession
made
liartlett
through the nurse who is attending
him. being too weak to write himself.
He says he does not want to die with
this awful secret on his conscience.
Hartlett will not be brought back to
stand trial for murder, as he can live
but a short time and the trip would
kill him. He is now 4! years oi l.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
CHOOSES OFFICERS
At tile auniual meeting of the stock,
holders of the Stephetison-lteiine- tt
Consolidated Mining company, hell
at Organ, N. M., last Tuesday, the following otlicers were elected:
J. C.
Mct'ullough. president
and general
manager; .'. H. Hill, vice president,
A
.l I'eck. secretary; T. M. Johnson,
treasurer. The following gentlemen
were also chosen as directors:
J. I.
Mct'ullough, Kansas City; t". li. cjill,
mh C'ruces; F. M. Johnson, ltelleville.
Kan.; A. M. I'eck, Kansas City; U. A.
Chapin. ltelleville Kun ; S. Lehman.
Newton. Kan.; T S. Selilple, ltich- -

iii'iiitl. Kaji.
Much enthusiasm was manifested
by all present in the progress and de-
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BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
14.30
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
94.50
PER TON

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
Arte may is

John

Beaven

S.

'

.1

s.

lr

Dearer lo rj

k Anylfiin

m-.-

Imid-otllc-

Call and See Them.

lows:

wa-th-

I

Tbe

AUTOMATIC

Mexico, April "23."
"La Americana, Macphersoncana," the
only American
paper in
this city, contains a strong editorial in
protest against the removal of Little
Herbert by the president, and it has
created a mild sensation among your
correspondent and its other reader.
The paper will say in part:
"The first news of the canning of
Little Herbert, boy emperor of
was received by this sheet in
the following conlidentlal dispatcii:
'La Americana Macphersoncana, Tarantula, Mexico:
Little Herbert has
been canned and I can see a lemon or
two coming my way. (Jet busy and
wire the president that the people of
all foreign states,
and
territories
countries, bitterly condemn his action, particularly
Macpherson
the
democrats (a new breed) and other
semi anarchistic
organizations. Little Danny, Albuquerque, N. M." "
The paper then comments as fol-

Tarantula.

I

-

ttyel

Cash or Installment

velopment of the property.
The entire organ district is repot fed as
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
looking uji and there is every promise
that it will become one of the largest
Inttun PIW
Ir. William'
shippers of ore in the territory at an
linluie: t A ill
tl:lf.il
iileeilili
ai.il
e.irly
iiate.
l
tli,up
Ojitlr
that
The
"it
t li. tu nw tr.A
Journal to e.it
ti
ti ti ell 11.teb.sorim
tl.tH l i.':. i . aoi
lavs
crow, and It might just as well swallow the ding bird
Tlie Inlns Aid society of tlie Congregational church will hold their
o
home
and have it over with"
lams'
liuii.iii J'il? Unitlot.
Udi
i r.rttii nil f.ir
regular tea in tlie church parlors tomen Ilr.
'.!.
liKe.y
Aii I now
quesWhiinioie ,v Co. iii, i ehanls. composed of J. K
the
Iiitf of tlie pnvute parts.
A cordial invitarow
afternoon.
luol
hot ii
v. urrariw-'i- .
ny uruvtri-ii.y uU'lou
Kveiybody bring a till can to the lueetii.2 tunlgh'. Whltniore. the old timer of G.iHitms Springs, John tion w.tli Little Danny is. where can tion is extended to all.
store all those lemons that have
ct prlrr i0 ceutu ni.J J I. DM. Ull I llfM
I.i;:le Danny - gathering the most complete collection Whitiiiore and Henry X f us are doing a thriving busi- he
:a elaud. Ouu
KUFACTUFIKG O . 1'ruP..
been coming Ins way receiitlv
To rhickeu Fouler.
S 'L t .1 .'.
ness.
III t
Colon
-Heiiinan, well known to the old soldier;
o
FOR SALE BT S. VANN A SON.
Mill are selling food
MdUbutd's
of our town, is doing a
e
business and is among
Kuitii.v Hie Morning paper has not wheat at II 40 per 100 lbs.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
Wo. ; ,...'d Little Daiuiv do it it wasn't
th. the public spirited citizen of the live and rrowlng ruuii-- mentioned th.- - great work it has done
AT WALTON'S DRUG
In bringing tht Tin Can club to Al- If you want reiu!u id MvertltlDi CANDIES,
ladies"
seat of yuay - Tueumcari News.
htlqilerqllc.
..
STORE.
trv is ETen!ng Titiien wut kit
lite nooning paper remarked it i slnl
to
the people. it is possible that Roosevelt felt tin- same
way when lie retired Mr. Hagerman.
A

tuiy

F. H. STRONG

Hagermanville. Colo., April "23."
Four school children here, all over
Ihe age of 7 years, who are thoroughly familiar with political conditions in
New Mexico, have bitterly condemned
the president for canning Little Herbert, as per your request, and are Just
as sore over the appointment of Captain Curry. They have wired Teddy,
at your expense, as per Little Danny's
request, protesting in no uncertain
terms and notifying him plainly thai
when they grow up they will vote the
democratic ticket If he don't reconsider his action. Three of them aivi
girls.
Ily Morning

We also received 30 roils of linoleum, and can furnisSr:
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to inspect
lnrgnof line of household goods In the west.

.

.

rag-tim-

These are rather gloomy days for Auditor Sargent,
who will doubtless be put to the Inconvenience of returning that little matter of $;,300 that he took from
the territorial contingent expense fund for personal

OF COXTKXTMKNT
is ihf purchaser of a Morris or
"easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
iplfp made a Joyf, dining room
furniture fevery meal a delight)
fir pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to ihe home). If anythlng's needed to complete your pleasure
eir pricing. Glad to outline it on

SEE WHAT THE PEOPLE THINK

upon the doors. The editor und the
three other men iu this city .together
The capacity of the sugar factory at tardea City with the
four school children and the
will he doubled In time to handle the beet crop of Ladies' Aid society, four burros,
a
half dozen chickens and one goat;
190S.
occupahave
their usual
This action was decided upon at the meeting ot tions. abandoned
The gout is eating tomato
the stockholders of the United States Sugar Land com- cans In the public square as a token
pany at Colorado Springs. The plan for enlarging the of his supreme contempt for the
capacity of the Garden City plant is included in the president. goatThe burros are uniting
with the
in a public demonstraobjects for which the company Increased the capital tion.
It Is generally conceded that if
from Jj, 000. 000 to $8,000,000.
The $3,000,000 incrca.-- ; the president does not rescind his action, the city of Tarantula. .Mexico,
Is to bo divided equally Into common and preferred
stock and the funds thus obtained are to be used for willIt secede."
is
here that the appearmaking a number of improvements in the properties ance ofbelieved
the paper with thia editorial
will serve to unite the people solidly
of tlie company.
for Hagerman and Hon. Danny MacWhen the factory was tirsi erected here, it
plan to erect another one in this territory in or- pherson.
der to handle the Increased beet yield. After a carel'oi.iTicu, v.ri)i:vi i.i.i :.
ful study of the conditions, the officers and
Little Danny.
that this plunt be enlarged at this time Have my eyes not told the secret.
and that another factory should be erected later. This, That has long been up my sleeve .'
Did you not get wise before this
recommendation has met with the approval of the or
do you still Iralieve.
stockholders and the work will be done along this line. Need I beg of oti to listen.
General Manager Gillespie said in speaking of the Need 1 once more put you on
changes to be made in the factory that the work would That the public's got enough.'
our fake reformers' 'on
not lie begun until after the close of the present cam of
luigii.
"flie plan." he said, "will not require a great
Little Ileiix-rt- .
your eyes have oft betrayed you.
deal of extra building. The present factory has room
that fake reform 1 know.
for considerable new machinery which will increase All
I have
learned vour sleeve's deep secthe capacity of tile plant more than double. We shall
ret.
got next some days ago.
find it necessary to build an addition to the boiler
I!y .vour faked love for
people.
house and to make several changes in the oilice.
The Vou got jobs for all yourtheclan,
rooms now occupied by offices will be remodelled and tint all
got for my share was
used for placing some of the new machinery.
When A Teddy Roosevelt Can.
tills is done, it will be necessary to build another oilice
r.
the
and 1 think thai we will arrange to have ihia Ujvvti
o. my eyes have not been useless
town instead of on the factory site."
you
up
While
framed
this smooth deal
The increasing of the plant capacity from ioi io I ate pie with all the others,
my
now
Rut
its
time
to squeal.
l.'.ao tons may mean a great deal more than appeals I
can see the fix that Dan's in.
at first sight. Superintendent llrysst Ibout has the repu- And the can
that Herbert got.
tation of securing better results from the plants which Hut 1 found I had an axe iu
My
share
of
that Jack-po- t.
he ha operated than the stated capacity would indicate. Krom the factory here wit;-- , its capacity of Bnu
The second lid. lie of the Morning
tons daily, it was no unusual thing for a run of sou
Cry is working desperately to
or a thousand tona to be made in one day. With the War
a new tune, but Danny never
master
larg-- r
factory, results much above ISittt tons may In was much of a hand for classic music
e
and the
expected Garden City I Kan. i Imprint.
reform is not making the hit it ilid last season.

The morning paper is still "publishing the iim- -l enthusiastic Roosevelt paper In the southwest,"
eve.i 5
though It does believe that the president is a liar, a
dupe, a fool and a corrupt politician, as well as several 9
other things. If you don't believe It, just read th
morning pai r.

iw:

,

.

In one ut the. two curs leceivcd this week vve received a Hirge
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak. and in Ihe Missio t style It Is the perfect

I'i-ila-

The Santa Fc New Mexican observes that it U a
iNMir time to attack Delegate Andrews, and devotes half
a column of editorial apace to showing the work of
in the upbuilding of New Mexico. It is aU
wasted so far as the reform bunch are concerned. They
don't care a rap about New Mexico, the future of
or anything else except a chance to divide the
spoils of a fake reform campaign and ruin all the characters they can reach with their
paper.
To date, the gate receipts for Little Danny have not
been up to expectations.

i:imimi ttitn.

Stickley Bros. Mfg.' Co.

oooooooooxxxxxxoooooooooxx

THAT TIN CAN MEETING
Thn morning paier nt ill Insists that the president is radical reform.
That remark may occur to some
a liar; that he in a fool and a dupe, a buying, trading
observing that, in the opinion of Mr. Do Lan- politician who sacrificed the man he himself appointed mind on
pocey
Nlcoll, formerly district attorney, the result of the
an governor of New Mexico for purely personul and
litical purposes. It has defied the president, the re- Thaw trial does not Indicate anything wrong with our
publican party for which It ha alleged to stand and syste.ti of criminal procedure.
hen a trial w hich
th-

s

w

ooooooooooooooo

nOeHXlR. THE ItOOKTMt.
Series HI.

EXPERTS SHOULD BE PAID
BY THE STATE. NOT BY SIDES

Weekl.

WILLIAM V. llIUHiAN",
Eilltor and Iluslness Manage--

0000000OCXsX

EVENING CITIZEI?.
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or tou.w
WOMI

win
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ill

rOMOKKOW.
I
;. .1 injure
their IiIijm, ai .;..!
mental w .11 being with indigestible
bread.
Kemcuilx r, they grow bes'
when f. J best.
Select a quality ot
bread that you know is made nglit in
every way.
i'ndcr sanitary conditions, of good Hour, properly mixed
and baked, so as to be wholesome and
nutritious, ltalliugs' bread vn trial
will be found to fulfill every requirement.

PIONECm

l7

BAKERY

South First Street

WUItliV.

'ALBUQUERQUE

ill. imiT.

HOQ

QlilT T(

FORTUNE

UlilllUU UUII

OF PRODIGAL

MISSION

Hol-broo- k,

ItttMtxIflWt HRItltKIt A ON
Ts.NO AT

TIM

or .iom: mo.
4H1I.IM. MARCH

M)u aii.uitKU

OH HART

1

RANCH

LAST.

pas1i.it hard A. Mot ley, formerly
tor of the Methodist church of Las
the Vegas
prominent
now
and
the most
murdered man, and the fact tnat the real estate
dealer In the Meadow City,
defendant was beastly drunk, are has
given
on the Kirst
his
Just
three foatures in the trial of Deslderio National bank of check
town for the
Herrern. charRed with the murder of sum of $39,340 an that
a last payment on
Jose Maria Montano at Chllili on
purchase of the Hart ranch. The
March 6, last, which was taken up In the
passage
of
marks
the completion
title
the district court tuts mornlnjr.
Up to noon, when an adjournment of one of the most phenomenal real
was taken, four witnesses had testi- estate deals ever consummated in this
fied. The first witness, Alfredo Chav- territory and places Mr. Morley in
es, a boy 10 years of ape, stated that possession of 16.000 acres of tilablo
he aw the defendant and the man mesa land which until he proved its
who wax shot, both tylns down im- value was regarded by old timers
mediately after the shooting. Another as valueless. The secret of Mr.
boy, Patricia I.ucero pave about the Morley's success lies in bis early education In soil values nnd his untiring
same testimony.
Altogether he has been inwitness, energy.
Manuel Mora, the third
said that after the shooting: the de- strumental In disposing of over 100,-90- 0
acres of mesa land to eastern capfendant, Herrera, handed to him the
revolver, from which the fatal shot italists, all of which Is valuable and
was fired. This revolver and the one1 all of which is soon to be colonized
which Montano carried were later by the companies which have become
Civen to Deputy Sheriff Albln Puhole. interested in the same. During all
Deputy Sheriff Pohole. the first wit- of his real estate work in I.as Vegas
ness thia afternoon, was unnlile to Mr. Morley has never lost sight of the
Identify the two Buns or the suit of faet that he was a clergyman and he
clothes, which Montano wore when still retains the respect of his former
parishoners and the citizens at large.
shot.

Two pistols, a suit worn

by

I.

Ill
Kdard

HEALTH

FEVER

WITH

BEING

Doheny, the well known
oil kiss of.LOK Angeles, arrived In
Albuquerque this morning from Old
Mexico, under the care of a physician.
Mr. Doheny while touring
throuKh
Mexico, collapsed, and Dr. Xorman
Hrleujte. of
Angeles, was called to
his side, Mr. Doheny Is accompanied
by Mrs. Doheny and Miss Winifred
lylewcllyn and Dr. Itridge, all of Los
L.

An (fetes.

When a reporter attempted to enter Mr. Doheny's private car, Estelle.
this morning. Dr. TiridRe announced
that Mr. Doheny did not care to see
any one, and that In; was then lying
in bed.
The party afterwards had
breakfast at the Alvarado. Tney will
continue on to I.os Angeles tonight
leaving on pasfenger No. 1.
TO

E

Kit Ol IKK MKi:s I'lltST
AKHKST FOIl VIOLATION
ATTOKXKY ItitOWN VIC
TIM.
F. 1.. Brown, an attorney, was arraigned before Police Judge Craig In
charged
police court this morning.
with violating the city ordinance, regarding the dumping of trash, slop
and refuse in alleys and vacant lots.
Mr. Brown lives at 112 North Walter
street, and for some time the residents of that district have been complaining that some one is dumping refuse and stutT in the vacant lots nearby, making It very disagreeaole.
Health Officer Frank cjuler was
of the disturbance, and last Friday he notified Mr. Brown to remove
his share of the stuff. Brown said
that he would do so. but upon investigating yesterday
Officer Quier
found the stuff still there. Brown was
appear
requested to
in court
this
morning, when he told the court that
he would have the stutT removed at
onre.
l:pon the strength of his promise,
the case was continued until tomorrow by Judge Craig.
Oi

Is

COMMISSION

ORDINANCE

l H

no-titl-

RE-

VISE LAW ORGANIZES
The commission appointed by the
late legislature to revise the compiled
laws of New Mexico met at the capital yenterday and organized as follows:
Mr. Speiss was unanimously
elected as the permanent chairman,
and Mr. B. M. Read was chosen without a dissenting vote as the permanent secretary. The work of revising
the laws was discussed at some length
and subjects were assigned to different members. The secretary was entrusted with the examination of all
the translations of statutes made
since the lirst legislative assembly,
with a view of compiling them in
Spanish. He was also authorized to
employ a. translator whenever one
was deemed necessary, such official
fo be entirely under his supervision.

STILL AT WORK

Another valuable dog was poisoned
yesterday. The animal was a much
prized setter ow'ned by W. W.
who lives at 723 North Fourth
street. So far as can be ascertained
dastardly
work is being done for
this
the mere pleasure of the thing, all of
the animals so far victimized being
absolutely harmless and in all cases
family pets. Last week W. S. Hopewell and Mrs. L. B. Putney lost their
MIOHUiAV rTSIIIMi TI O
MIKKINO WITH IIF.Il CKKW.: dogs In this way and other cases have
Harbor Beach. Mich., April 24 The been reported. It is time the perpefishing tug Scarchlmlit, of this port, trators are caught and severely punis missing and is believed to have j ished.
sunk in Iake Huron bust night Willi
DF.Il OF TIIK MARVIN
her crew of six men.
MX IIAlt;l:i WITH Mi lt-Ifceicing lessons Friday evenings at
Dover, Del., April 24. Frank H.
Mclntoeh hall in the Woman's club Puller, a deck hand on the steamer
building. (Jold avenue, between Fifth John P. Wilson, was taken into cusand Sixth streets. Commencing April tody today charged with the murder
2SWf.
of Horace N. Marvin, the
n of Dr. Marvin, who mysteriously
TOO LATE To CLASSIFY.
j
disappeared March, the fourth. The
WAffTMD
Situation, by an expert-- ! theory of the detectives is that the
or accidentally
enced accountant and oftlce man. boy was murdered
killed and that Butler had something
J. B. O., Kvening Citizen.
to do with the case. Butler denies
Miw F.lizubcth Willey is sojourning! all knowledge of the disappearance
j
at Faywood Hot Springs.
of the child.
n,

SANTIAGO

SUICIDE

Vi ;; S M AN CfTS Til BOAT
l.s
WITH TAHI.i: K l'K lF.S1NI-KNN

I

small cash puytnent and
20.00 n month will buy a
house, with bath.

OVF.lt FAMILY

BOI BI I).

Santiago

Martinez. one of
native citizens of Bas
Vegas, made an unsuccessful attempt
yesterday morning to end his life by
cutting ills throat with a table knife.
The would-b- e
suicide is a widower,
65 years of age, and has been residing
recently with his sister, Mrs. Kstefano
o
Baca, near the court house, on
avenue.
When breakfast was called yesterday morning Martinez came to
as usual, but instead of eating
he took a knife from the table, and
stepping into an adjoining room,
two deep gashes across his
On Ills failure to return to
throat.
the table a member of the family
sought him out ami found him lying
on the Horn- in a pool of blood, with
the knife by his side.
Dr. Desinaiais, who uus called at
once to his side, found that the windpipe was severed in two places and
that several veins In the neck were
T he doctor says that though
cut.
in a critical condition, Martinez will
recover unless complications set In.
Family trouble U assigned as
of the deed
-

e

HERMIT INVOKES

j

"UNWRITTEN

Mi:s
Alsi:
CAT AND A

LAW"

WITH A cow.
iHHi, HhX?AfSK
IIK KIM. I'll WIFF.'S
IJK'l ItAYKK.

A

April 24. Living as
Corning, N.
a hermit, without a human friend in
the world, Hiram C. Powers, who Invoked the "unwritten
law" forty
years ago, when he brained his employer with an axe, is spending the
few remaining years of Ills life in a
little cottage on Derby Hill, in the
town of Itathborne, with a cow, a cat
and a dog his only companions.
powers, shortly after his marriage
with the belle of the town, went tJ
work for a bachelor farmer by tho
name of Shaw. He was working in
the fields, and one day when he came
home his young wife told him. of an
attack Shaw had made upon her.
The girl, for she had not passed
year, begged her husher twenty-firs- t
band to keep the secret, as the other had sworn to kill her if she revealed his perfidy.
I'ouers kept his silence for several
days, and told Shaw that he would
le.ue the place The other Inter-poeno objection, but insisted that
Mrs. Powers should remain as hid
housekeeper. A quarrel ensued, and
Hie wronged husband t.dd the other
hat. he kricu'.
Toiim! out.
haw assaulted
the
younger man unl drove him from
Y--

il

tile ll.lU.V.

KI.DKTt. At mijo Building.

20B
1

The Old

ul wiiiImhI Iron Cornice, Tin HoofMiecp-di- p
Tanks, OalvanluMl

Wafer Tanks,

ami Hcpalr Work.

West Gold

1- -2

X L

1

GROCERY
AND

1

Market

Prompt

Phonographs
i Frpp
WV
VI

1

Sv ('. N. Itiiglutin
1H
Koulli Second Sln-c- l

FYPP

and jewelry for repair.
S. V. K. R.
i ioVest Gold Ave.

&

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

Delivery

HEN you pay all bills by check, your bunlnem rs recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for itself. There Is a correct record of all receipts and expenditures in your basil

The Bank of Commerce

is the second consideration in our grocery trade Quality is

the first, always

XUM-fci-

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

00OOX30O000O00
119

F. Tomei & Brothers

w r. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

IH-ai-

....t

lli

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Place Your

Order Early.

,

s--

lB

Where to Dine Well

g.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - H Jt i

1

Tuesday, April 30,

THE

MERRY

OF

Under

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbe telephone make! the
.duties lighter, the cares lesa

The
telephone
preserve
your health, prolong your Ufa
and protects your borne.

and the worries fewer.

YOU NELD A TELEPHONE

i

IX VOTO HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

WINDSOR

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. April 24. Cattle receipts.
27.000. Market steady to 10c lower.
Beeves $4.25 tr 6.60; cows $ 1.80 tv 4.90 ;
heifers $2.75u) 5.40; calves $3.50
5.50; good to prime steers
$5.35 if)
6.60; poor to medium $4.30W5-30stockers and feeders $2.905.10.
receipts 20,000.
Market
Sheei
10c lower. Western $4.50fi 6.90: yearlings $7.00 W 7.70; lambs $.50fi8.35;
western $6.501 8.70.
Omaha Livestock.
Omaha, April 24. Cattle receipts,
6.500. Market slow. 5 to 10c lower.
Western steers $3.50 it 5.25 ; Texas
steers 13.004.40; cows and heifers
$ 2.7.1 4 4.7 5;
$2.60 u 3.50;
runners
stockers and feeders $ 3.00 it' 5. 1 5 ; calves $3. "Off 6.00; bulls $3.00y 4.50.
Sheep receipts 5oo0. Market 6 to 10c
low er. Yearlings $6.75 4r 7.76; wethers
$6. 2 5'u 7.00; ewes $1.50 (Ji 6.60; lambs
;

$7.5 0 'if 8.50.

Market.

Prodin--

Chicago, April

ions:

Wheat

Corn

oats

2

.piota-- t

I
-- May 78; July
.
di
May 4s i ! ; July 49
May 4:1: July 4 1 i i , .
.May $1.1. 6.1; July $15.90.
K

i.

I'ork- Powers ,aiti .1
When night fell
Inj .11 'o v r, 7
Lard Mav
Jah
uol an ax and crept into
the
hiU"c, intending to take his wife $8 t.
With his back to the door sat
Money Market.
Sli.iWi
eating supper. I'nable to reNew York, April 24. Prime merhimself,
strain
the husband sprang
cantile paper
'i 6 per cent; silver
toward him and brained him.
money on all easy 2 ' 2 'v
Powers made no attempt to escape.
He was arrested, fried, convicted and
Metal Market.
eli.'eti lo ile.i'.li
Then t.lM s.n- New Yolk. Aplll 4. Lead iUlet. 6
tern e was commuted to life impris''
6.10;
iilet 24. 25 4i 25.25.
copper
onment, but after twenty-on- e
years
lie w as pardoned.
vi. I ouis W ool Market.
St. Louis, April 24. Wool stejdy;
SuoscTllie for The Erenmg CitJifn. Unchanged.

65;

The Best Cut of Meat
(tin he had here uny time. We dont
them for a favored few and
compel the others to take what Is left.

First Come is First Served
this market. We believe In slvhnr
everybody a square deal. Also la selling the very best meat we can got hold
of at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.
In

..OUR..

CONSTANT

The Champion Grocery

AIM

Is to sell good goods at a
less price than you can
buy them any other place.

The following is a
ple of our prices:

sam-

California tomatoes, large cau 10c
l4i Crucc toiuatocji.
12c
New York Slat
Dinner Party
15c
It rand, largo cans
None better at any price.

.......

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company
HOMER

M. WARO.

Mgr.

aa
if

Watch Inspector A. T.

book.
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have poartlr
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same, careful attention to fcoth large and small
accounts.

40

The following quotations were received by F. J. Grat & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Boom 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
.
JJew York
Yon miss nuiiiy good tilings
May cotton
.S8
you ilon't save hs much as
you might, ir you fail to send
American Sugar
I'iuhk
9fi
Amalgamated Copper
us your grocery order. .lust
133V4
American Smelters
for example
American Car Foundry coin ... 37V
4'aJi Nccials for Saionlav.
95
Atchison com
AprU 27th.
Anaconda
ii24
llw., Navy
!)
. .
ftilttmore and Ohio
25o
7
Dim.,
Wrooklyn Uapid Transit
Mexican I tea ns
2Ac
5S
4
.
lbs.,
Limit Ibiuis
2.1c
176
Canadian Pacific
4
llm.,
..,
.lap
2.1c
36
Klv
Colorado Fuel
--Me Baking
Powder, lor
Chicago Great Western';',.
1294
csn
20c
152
Chicago Northwestern
r
25c KmIii Crackers,
24'x
Krle com
20o
Louisville and Nashville
2fn? Apple Butter, s?r tun. 20c
76
Missouri Pacific
Ask our delivery men for our
62
National
money saving prices on every-filinNew York Central
118H
7 7
Norfolk
12574
Pennsylvania
Heading com
llOVi
21
Bock Island com ....'.
83
Southern Pacific
135
St. Paul
141
Cnlon Pacific
37
P. S. H. com
101
C. S. S. pfd
16
ilreene Cnnanca
3 j
Santa Fe Copper
54
old Dominion
Shannon
l'tn
86
North Butte
26
Butte Coal
Summary of rxindlilinis.
1907
New York, April 24.- - London settlement began today and transactions
there are now for new account.
Some indications of short covering Third Annual Play University
in loan crowd.
of New Mexico
in
London hopeful of reduction
bank rate tomorrow.
Steady Increase demand for bonds
In small Investors.
Settled labor conditions Indicated at
lirst of May.
Federal Sugar run price of sugar
fifteen points.
WIVES
Uailway development ill south nflt
materially checked by hostile legislation.
Foreign exchange working higher
on maturing finance bills.
Atchison new work this jcur will
amount to two million dollars instead
of Intended ten million dollars.
Paris continues to draw gold from
Loudon, representing only unfavorable factor In foreign money market
situation.
o
Kansas City Livestock.
Well
Chosen
Kansas City, April 24. Cattle re- Csl
Costuming KfiectUc
ceipts 10.000, including 300 southern
stage Settings Appropriate
Market slow ami steady. Southern
steers $4.25 V 5.50; southern cow s J3.25
$3.80(1)
ir4.40; stockers and feeders
5.25: bulls t3.00fi'4.25; calves $3.60 Admission
50 and 75c
i'7.00; western fed steers $4.40 W
ItcNrrvtxl heats on sulo at Matron's
5.00; western fed cow s $3.25 it 4.75.
27.
April
Saturday,
a.
in.
Sheep receipts 7000. Market steady. after
Muttons $5.2541 6.60; lambs $7.00 'ju
8.65; range wethers $5 6061 i.f.U; fed
ewes $5.258.85.
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Watchmaker and Jeweler

Tiring me your watches, clocks

W

901 Siuth Edith

Phone

H. ANDRUS
Reliable

(0K)tK0004JCX)tK0CO

I

Meat

stock

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

N".
ing.

ee on

CO.,

REALTY
V..

all.
Call anil

ALBERT FABER'B

Elks' Opera House

T

I

MARKETS

lad

MARTINEZ

ATTEMPTS

M. U. Pitts, an old man staggered
up to Ofllcer Knnpp at Second street
and Italiroad avenue this morning and
pointing to Pedro Valdes said:
"Thatsch feller robbed me of me
watch. Pinch him."
Upon the strength of the assertion,
Valdes was placed under urrest and
taken to the city hall where he was
locked up. As Valdes was led away to
the holdover. Judge Craig said sternly
to Pitts:
"I'll continue this case until you
can sober up. If you had been so.er
last night, you wouldn't have lost
your watch. Now go to your room
and sleep your Jag off, or I'll have
you locked up nlso."
"Oh, all right." muttered Pitts as
he staggered out the door.

TELEGRAPHIC

I

A

J.

room to your home OMI
that mini the most comfor
fable, vrrWiYAMe room
t

PORCH SHADES

Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent ynu are
paying.

another

abiding

liriM'ticnlly

Most Comfortable Place
in the House."

Vudor

C. F. A Hen

LOST WATCH!

BUT

"The

10 per cent.

PITTS FOUND JAG
gress, growing out of the trouble in
California over the Japanese, Chinese
ami Korean immigration.
The commission will consist of
three senators, three representatives
and three civilians.
It will organize May 1. ami hold
hearings at the principal ports of the
United States.
The commission was also formed
by the calling of the president of an
International conference or the sending of commissioners to foreign countries for the purpose of regulating by
international agreemtn. subject to the
advice and consent of the senate, the
immigration of aliens to the Cnlted
States.
Wheeler is highly regarded i.y the
president.
He was under consideration at one
time for the Panama canal commission, and would have been appointed
on the interstate Commerce commission hail It not been promised by the
president to another.
Wheeler Is known as the Napoleon
of the west In traffic questions.
He first came under the president's
eve as a powerful man through
bis
active participation in traffic investigation anil later the valuable information he furnished the Interstate
Commerce commission on transcontinental rates.
"I was very much surprised to receive tills appointment from the president." said Mr. Wheeler." and my
lirst reply to the telegram was only
a tentative acceptance of the offer. I
have since come to the conclusion
that I should not allow private interests to stand In the wny of the appointment. The president, I presume,
wished to have California represented
on the iconimOslon becuose of the
vital interest it has In fhe question of
Asiatic immigration.

tutor hde will gW
nu a cool, a'lolx rcstfwl
rfircat oti Uie lHtt4 Ohj
1

home-consum-

H. WIIK.F.I.I'.lt.

Cool

Corner
3rd St. & Cold Ave.

Tegner has the contract for a
new abattoir for William Fair, ami
has already begun construction. The
location is about three-fourtof a
mile north of the present one, and In
the matter of natural drainage Ihn
new location is vastly suierior to the
old one.
The building will be
feet,
two stories high, constructed of stone,
cement and concrete. It will contain
nil modern sanitary appliances. Including steam boilers, patent trnps,
drainage conduits and every other
contrivance for cleanliness and for
the reduction of suffering in the animals slaughtered.
The building will cost something
over ( ."t.iMto. and with the fittings will
stand Mr. Farr In hand for an expense not less than $10,000.
largv
Albuquerque
three
has
slaughter houses, and not only is
most of the
meat
killed here, but a large export trade
In fresh meats is enjoyed with surrounding sections.
Mr. Karr's new
departure Is therefore of mon'tal
as local Interest.

II. I.I AM

Make Your
Hot Porch

Hats Cleaned and Blocked III
mijr Sfjlc Panama" n Specially
Clothing
steam
Clcunol anil IVcsmil.
Orders
Attended
to
Promptly.

A. V.

DISTRICT COURT EAST PAYMENT MADE

i

Hatters

Farr Begins Construction of an up to Date
Slaughter House.

home within the next three years he
will obtain a fortune of 50,000. Wilson, as a boy, ran nwny from home
because of a quarrel with his father.
His parents never saw or heard diThey
rectly from him afterwards.
learned years after he went awny of
his being In Columbus. Ohio, Cairo,
111., Salida and other mining cani
In Colorado, and then in San Francisco, but no letters were exchanged.
His parents loved him, but were
angry at his action, and for years
made no effort to find or communicate
with him. Five years ago. however,
their stubborn pride broke down and.
despite the fact that their son bad
gone to Alaska, they went to Dawson
City to search for him. They did not
find him and returned home brokenhearted, dying within a year. They
had drawn seven years' ago a will bequeathing nearly $40, 01)0 to their son
should he return within ten years.
Since then interest has Increased the
If Wilson does
bequest to 150,000.
not return to claim It within three
go
to oilier lu lls.
years it will

COUNTY

BERNALILLO

in

:

f l

The Albuquerque

Teeumseh. Neb., April 24. If John
Wilson, who left the homo of his
father, John Wilson, Sr., in this city
thirty years ago, returns to his old

versus J. A. Jordon. I
the tyk of a suit tiled In the Bernalillo oounty court yesterday.
April 28. 1906, Otto Mann, it
resident of Hernullllo county, went to
Catlap. In McKlnley county, and entering the naloon nnd gambling house
A.
owned and conducted by John
ilordon Btnrted to play the roulette
wheel. When he dull, he had lost
$96t. He tried to Ret Jordmi to fclve
back the. money or a part of it, but
liordon refused.
Jordon,
In ills complaint nitainst
Mann, through Attorney K. L. Med-lc- r,
prays the court that the defendant ho compelled to refund the sum,
which the plaintiff admits he lost In
a Frame f chance In .lordon's place at
('alio, llcsides praying: for the
of his IU60. the plaintiff
prays hat Jordon pay him interest
upon ae money nnd also the costs
of the fait and trial.

0400

William

mti

pm;k

AN UP TO DATE

April 24.
San Francisco, Cal.,
William It. Wheeler, a Cnlifornian
and general manager of the well
known western hardware firm,
Merrill & Steson. has been
highly honored by President Roosevelt
in his appointment to the immigration
commission recently formed by con- -

For-

gave Son on Deathbed
and Left Him Wealth.

Mann

CITIZEN.

WHEELER APPOINTED ON ALBUQUERQUE TO HAVE

mmoniTinii nnn

Parents of John Wilson

Olto Mann Appeals to Court
to Recover S960 Which
He Lost at Games.
oil

$50,000

AWAITS RETURN

RECOVER HIS

LOSINCS

OF

EVENING

315 Marble

.1

Ave.

i

Telephone 206

622-C2-

04O4K)4OO4K4OO4K4O4K

FTjY"

lent hoiitc for rem,
cheap: gixxl roof, good well, etc.
Inquire nt More.

MATTECCCT BROS.
V. Tljcra Ave.
Poom SS,

4

screens

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
that are as strong; aa a door at 7 cents per toot at the

eastern-mad- e

Hureena

SUPERIOR
PLANING AIILVLi
SEE OUR NEW IJKICK liDILJJINCJ

lw04Ky4K04K)eKX)4K4K4K)4KK

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more.

looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
l'lat-- r,
liUILDINO
Lime. Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AXD COAL AVE. ALIil Vl l llui l'., NEW IEX.

Highland Livery

M I

Two-roo-

Co.

Saddle horses a
drivers - in the city.
Sadie,,ho picnic
11

Phone ''Mi

M

specialty
Host
Proprietor
of

It HOOK nitOS.
111 .lohil Street

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Al
COLOMBO
.

BltSSIOIi

TUC

rue

HALL DANCING SCHOOL

USX!

F

tl

fAGE

ALBUQLTKQUE

SIX.

&CmOOC?jO0OClO000O300O000

oowOoooocowOwOoo

Vaudeville
A BitUyof
F. W. Schaefer

Vast

j

CITIZEN.

difference between marrying for

i

This Postmaster
Fooled Slick
Burglars, B'Gosh
til'L Joe Unekel. Hie postmaster til
llosedale, I,. ., fooled some slick burglars, b'gosh, tarlv yesterday morning. The postofdee Is in n corner of
the store that Hockil's son, tleorge.
keeps on the Merrick road. 1'ncle
Sam provides the nostmnster with a
safe, hut Joe lloekcl says:
wouldn't trust my cat's reputation
So on Friday
that there safe.
Ight lloekcl put three days' receipts
f Ihe postoftlce In an old slocking and
hid the stocking in a closet in his
house, where his ancestors lived when
there wasn't even engines on long
Island, let alone llieni Infernal devil
wagons."
Now Uoeckel says he Is dinged glad
took such good care of the money
in
and
The burglars got
leorge's store through a side window
md they opened the safe so softly and
easily that they did not even wake the
oiks next door. Uncling only a
aeuum in the safe they consoled
themselves by making oft with $1,000
worth of groceries, ship anchors, harness, darning needles, dry goods, wag
on wheels, agricultural
Implements.
oigars, gents' neckties and
few other things the store
including bottled whiskey,
"i'.ut not all the whiskey they took
was in bottles," said the postmaster.
who loves his joke.

i

J

I

I

quet last winter ti young and brilliant
member of the reception committee
man who
nolnted to a plain-fare- d
was approaching, with these words
I
yon
know, when first saw that
"lo
man 1 thought he was the homeliest
ever saw: I couldn't stand hU
fellow
large teeth. We were at the same
I graduated
In June and we
college.
were married In August, and added,
she. Willi a resolute loyally, "he's all
righl."
A broken engagement Is one of the
saddest things. .but better than than
"Win, i.g.ir! Arc you mil der team diss year'."'
g
"Und" you.' Adolf, you vear a uninmi also?"
cheating.
Sure 1 am dor utility man."
When you look at your ring with
"Und vot iss der utility man?" an- you
lis "one imperishable stone," remem
mil der team'.'
"Von der hnf no use for. Vot
ber that the worth of the gem really
ha.
ha!
teamster,
ha.
"Me? Oh. I'm der
signifies little. ft is a symbol of love
"I mean, vot poHltion do you blny?"
lint we
clear, pure and lasting.
S'hv, tilandiim ii.
Hit you dink I sit In a Morris chair In know that even the diamond may be
"Oh"
Say, 1 hear you hat Rot dot t'harley how?"
der ouldlield?
consumed. Love, like the diamond
yust a pony. ha. ha. ha!"
"No. Kiss dime id
can endure und may endure. It can
you
salary
lisd?"
on
der
"Are
Cared for and
also be destroyed.
h'
haf a dctectif vorkitiR to lind
guarded, neither need perish.
"'Wan you efer In der biR league?"
losing
aunt.
Your
grant stant onee.
I
"Yom,
hat to pay "." cents for a sent in der
.WHY
1
der
against
pitched
1
made a danty record lasd season.
rle der vay.
Htint AsiJilums und strurk ould six men In tweluf Innlnfrs."
Vot surbrises me iss how dit any of her blint hll
"Astnni.Hliment!
ball."
"(.111.
pitched a spid hall und dey loealloiied Id by der spray, ha,
h i. ha!"
THE HILLSBORO MINES 1
ean put
"Veil, as for me. 1 Hni aooch a jiootness mit der battinw
ball in der second baseman's hanis cfery'dlmc."
"You shoult be der captain of der team.
I nm der fairst lieutenant, ha ha. ha"
"I am almond.
"DIbw season I oxpect to be a vorlt beater."
(From Mining World.!
more
"You look
like A carped beater."
"Why man, I wass born on der screen diamanl."
s the center
Ulllsboro
of high
"Ah. dot iss why you are so ruby, ha, ha, ha!"
grade gold mining district, in which
"Per flKht bus's wheels Ko rount and nutnt
' the mines have maintained a regular
Der horse ibus's whirr, dey claim;
output.
The building of reduction
base ball bus Iss harmless, but
IerHaas
plants and the shipping in of the
brain storms ad der game."
latest improved machinery has kept
pnee with production.
The liillsboro
district Is about three miles wide and
eight miles In length and many mil
lion dollars in gold und silver ha
been taken therefrom.
The charae
ter of the formation is volcanic and
eruptive and the country is interlaced
by a system of true fissure veins. The
Ulllsboro Con. mines lie directly in
the heart of the mineral zone and
consist of eight claims.
The prop
erty is equipped with hoists, engines,
boilers, a fifty-to- n
mill, amalgamating
tables. Frue vanner and Willley con
centrator. and pumping plant.
The
mines are now in operation and for
years have produced and shipped low
ore and concentrates,
and high-graThe Trippe and llomestake claims
have two veins coursing' through,
w hich on the Trippe have been open
ed up to a depth of 400 feet. A three
levels run at regular intervals.
120-foshaft connects 'by drift with
the 1!0 level of the 300-foshaft.
The strong Assure of the Golden
Itule and Satisfaction lias been open
ed up to a depth of 400 fett. A three
foot vein of cyanlding ore has been
encountered averaging $50 to the ton
Ixdieve you are marrying from affec- To mine and mill the ore costs about
No. 1.
tion. Fewer girls do this than you $5.50 per ton and at present only
On Iter Iktlirothul King.
about 75 per cent of the values are
JUy Dear 'Margie:
understand, with all the wisdom of saved
in the mill. My the addition of
Tbank you for telling me first, dear, 22. I have seen weddings where the a cyanlding plant, it Is estimated the
of this engagement of yours. I bride would gladly have chosen to saving will average fully 0 per cent
rwjised it would happen soon. And stand up with the best man instead The company contemplates the in
you say the date of your wedding is of her groom. If only he had asked creating of the capacity of the
mill
wt? May you be happy, little girl. her. Married tragedies don't always to 250 tons per day. adding a 100-to- n
, as you have no mother to
ts
spring from bad souls; mistakes arise cyanlding plant, an aerial tramway
you, may I give you a few hints from our being so human; and many electric hoists for all shafts, electrl'
You have to be hedged about with con- - plant for lighting and power and to
bout keeping your happiness?
hardly realize Just how much it U victlons to make living: what it should increase the steam power plant to 250
xotng to depend on yourself.
be. You see, where the heart Is horse power.
The main office of the
You speak so shyly of your love, empty there Is danger of some out company is at 435 Otbraltar building,
Margie, that I am hoping indeed. I sider filling in. Oh. there Is such a Kansas City, Mo.
1

life-lon-

s.

1
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mil iirniM,
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

1K.I.

OK I'M l'KIl
rropoHiilx for burial of pauper dead
In iKcordanciwith tho ordinance! of
the city of Albuquerque,' New Mexico,
will be received by the council of mild
-

scrplus, $iou,ooo

Capital and

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

it

With Amp's Means and UnsurpaMJtf Facilities.

cases.

UAltllY F. LKK,

(.Uerk.

MSOPOSAUS

11)11

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. $160,000.00.

KKi;iIXJ

CITY I'itlSONKIMS

Sealed bids for the furnishing of
meals to the city prisoners and taking
care of and cleaning city building will
be received by the city council to be
opened ut special or regular meeting
to be held on or after April l!9th,
l!l()7.
Kach bidder will be required
to dt posit a certified check of ten dollars, payable to the city to Insure the
goo.l faith of the bid.
Checks to be
returned to the bidders when con
tract Is entered Into.
Said contract
to be let to the lowest and best bid
per meal, all bids subject to rejection
by the council.
Contract to run for
one year from May 6th, 1907.
city
ordinances are to be con
The
sidered a part of this advertisement
and all bids shall be In accordance
therewith.
Sealed bids are ti. be directed to the
city clerk and marked "Hid for Fur
nishing Meals to City Prisoners," and
must be In the hands of said clerk
not later than '2 o'clock noon, Mon-da-

Paso Times.

Ami the maiden jfently whispered
As she put the money III his hand.

an 4

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY TOR TIDE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

want a license. Mister,
For me and my ynuiiK man.
I'lerk Plttnmn, who Is always talk
ing "sunshine" hail a ray of It drift
Into his office at the county court
house the other day, when a younK
woman came in quite unattended and
called for a. license for herself and
her Intended.
Turning out the necessary permis
sion for couples to marry in a daily
Krlnd with the clerk s office, but it Is
seldom that the youne woman comes
and (retH It herself. The applicant
April L'Htli, 19U7.
In ihis case however was quite equal
11 A UK Y F. 1,KI'
to the occasion und dldn t back away
or display any of the other feminine
Clerk.
characteristics uhen her UKe was demanded. She was there fore one pur pi:opos i.s roil
pose, accomplished it smiled.
and
CITY PUIXIlXfi.
walked away, and that she Is married
Sealed bids will be received from
now and kecPitiK the troom up to the newspapers
city of
published In
'full dinner pail" standard there can Albuquerque. New Mexico,the for city
be no doubt.
year
printing for one
from the 6th day
of May, ltt07, said bids to be opened
oooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
by the city council at special or reg
ular meeting to be held on or after
April 21Hh. 107.
Each bidder will
be required to enclose with his bid a
dollars, payable
ten
certified check for
to the city to insure good faith of bid,
checks to be returned to bidders when
oooooocxjcxxxxxxxxxoxxxjooU
contract is entered into.
The percorporation to whom contract
The balmy days of spring have son orwill
required
be
is
let
to furnish bond
come. lleware!
the sum of two hundred dollars to
The lazy bug b on the wing. In
mayor
by
approved
be
the
and condl
Watch out!
And if he hasn't got you yet he tioned for the faithful performance of
Sealed bids are to be
will. You'll know that he has made the contract.
your acquaintance when that tired directed to the city clerk and marked
City
Printing,"
"Hid
and must be
for
feeling comes on; when you huve
the clerk not later
an inclination to slam down the rail in the12hands of noon,
Monday, April
o'clock
top and hie away to the purliCt; than
li&th, 1907. All bids must specify the
brook and the green hillside.
per brevier
charged
be
The lazy bug is the industrious amountforto the
first Insertion, and so
mans friend. The lazy bug never inch
inser
chap, al much charged for subsequent
bothers the industrious
based on the printing
though he would like to. The Indus tions, and to bo proclamations,
ordinances,
notices.
trious man just jumps Into his sum of
Job work to be on f.00 letter
mer underwear, even If it is for one etc.
fiOO envelopes, one-haheads,
sheet
day. and works all the harder. And blanks,
d
sheet blanks and
while the lazy bug s victims are away
sheet blanks, for the first
at hillside and brooklet the industriloo and for each subsequent 100, and
ous man Is appropriating all the all
necessary
Job work.
ltids
other
good things that the luzy man has
to be based on tlrst-clastock for
left behind.
printing.
commercial
So you see, Mr.
HAK11Y F. I.F.E,
you are going to lose your
Clerk.
good name If you run away to the
'
o
purling brook and green hillside to
FOIl CITY TEAMS.
pluck out the lazy bug's sting.
Sealed bids will be received for the
only work that much harder, let furnishing
city for one year of
to
the
the sweat run, the collars wilt, thf three
teams, wagons, har
dull lingers ache, and the brain ness
and drivers thereof, with the
thump. Hut work!
of three additional teams,
And if you run away to the purling privilege
wagons
and drivers thereof, to be
brook don't be surprised if, when you
Contract to
when needed.
roll up your desk lid the next time, furnished
your stenographer says to you: run for one year from May 6th, 1907
Said teams to be used for city pur
While you were gone, sir, the Oee- - poses
under the direction of the street
whlllikers decided to take their big committee
six days in the week, and
contract over to Mr. Smith Instead ten hours per
day, with the privilege
of risking it with you."
one or two teams being called to
Then you will realize that you ve of
work on Sundays when desired: said
been stung again!
Sunday work, however, to be adal
tioual work and to be paid for pro
OOOOCOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
Each
rata in accordance with bid.
uud every of said horses to weigh at
These Twins Are
least twelve hundred pounds, and the
d
men
drivers thereof to be
Oldest in World
callable of performing the work re
quired.
Said bids will be opened by the
city council at special or regular
meeting
to be held on or after April
Iloston, April 24. Albert and Au
gustus Chamberlain, of North Abing 2th. 1907, and contract to be let to
Each bidder is
ton, claim to have been born and the lowest bidder.
year.. required to deposit a certified check
lived In one town for eighty-on- e
This is as remarkable as the claim, of for ten dollars, to Insure the good
Dr. Alonzo (iarcelin, of Maine, who faith of the bid. said check to be re
practised medicine in one town for turned when contract is entered into.
They also take pride The party whose bid Is accepted will
eighty years.
In the belief that they are the oldest be required to give bond In the sum
of two hundred dollars, conditioned
twins in Massachusetts.
for the faithfur performance of the
The two, still hale and active gen- contract.
tlemen of four score yeurs and one.
All iblils to be directed to the city
celebrated the anniversary of their clerk
birth, but the occasion was not made ing and marked "Hid for Furnish
Team and Driver." and must be
fm mal.
ilather was it given over to
the hands of said clerk not later
the simple reception of their frieinds in
twelve o'clock noon, Monday
than
and relatives in North Abington and Xpril 'J9th.
19H7.
surrounding towns and the acknowlrlie city ordinances are to be con
edgment of showers of congratulapart
sidereil a
of this advertisement
tions.
Nearby their present residence is ui'i all bids shall be in accordance
therewith.
the place on Plymouth street where
All bids subject to rejection by the
Their
the two men were born.
it v.
r nts were John and Mary .Norton
IlAltUY F LKK,
over
Chamberlain, whu both lived
Clerk.
four score years.
lioth men during their earlier life
were engaged in the shoe business,
and on retiring spent most of their SOUND SLEEPERS
leisure time farming, to which, they
Kach
still devote part of the day.
has always taken an active Interest in
ARE THESE GIRLS
public affairs of their own and surrounding towns, although Albert has
been the more active in this respect.
One sister and two brothers of the
Miss Maude
Hutchinson. April J4
twins are still living. They are Mr.. Veuaril and Miss Leila Dutlin do not
ClarLssa Wales, aged t8 years;
get scared at burglars. They did not
uged 7i, and Prescott, aged 77- last night. Miss Venard was spending the night with Miss Dullin. at
(initio and K.rrcetlve.
her home at 63 east tourth. In
A well
known Manitoba editor the latter part of the night a thief
writes: "As an Inside worker I find in prowling around the room took
Stomach and Liver two purses and noting a ring on Miss
Chamberlain's
Tablets invaluable for the touches of Venard's hand tried to remove it
biliousness natural to sedentary life, without wking her.
The party
their action being gentle and effective, awoke and in a hazy way told the
clearing the digestive tract and the intruder to go way. not being enough
Price, Zf cents. Samples awake to realize that a robbery was
head.
free. All druggists.
taking place. She was told to keep
quiet.
Card signs. "Ilooms for Kent,
She told Miss Duftin she believed
"Hoard," etc., for sale at the office of there
was a man In the room, but the
The Evening Citizen.
other girl, herself more asleep than
and then
ClutiiilM-rlaln'Cough Itemed y AKN awake, did tiot get scared,
both were soon asleep again. Miss
Nature.
Medicines that aid nature are al Venard said today she could hardly
ways moat effectual. Chamberlain'i tell whether it was real or a dream
Cough Uemedy acts on this plan. If but in the morning the two pursesa
allays the cough, relieves the lungi were gone and a dozen eggs in
on the table downstairs were
aids exuectoration. opens the secre sack
tions, und aids nature in restoring In mikslng. A front door was unlocked.
svstem to a healthy condition. Thou The two pocketbooks, rifled of their
of
sands have testified to its superior contents, were found on the porch
ling-excellence. For sale by all druggist. the next door neighbor. Three
that were In Miss Duttins purse were
Nothing else was missed
We do It right, JtoCUU PRY. Im missing.
from the lioue.
perla' Laundry Co.
I

A'D

SANTA

FE BY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RAYN0LD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK MCKEJS
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

v.

m

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

city und opened ut a special or regular meeting to be held on or oiler
April lifth, mo;. All bids nuixt be In
tho hand of the city clerk not Inter
thnn April 'J!Uh. at 12 o'clock noon,
f'erlllled check 111 the xum of ten dollars, payable to the city, to injure
Hood faith of bid, must accompuny
bid. check to be returned to bidder
hen contract Im entered into. Hond
in the sum of two hundred dollars
will be required from the successful
bidder, i omlllioued for the faithful
p.M'fortna nci of the contract In ac
cordance with city ordinances, udver-tlslnfor bill ami contract entered
Into
'mil t Mi l to run for one year,
from May 6lh. 1H0T.
Proposals ure also to Include ambulance for service for, the city for
such cases as may be decided by tilt:
mayor, marshal or clly physiciun to
be destitute cases.
Proposals also to Include adequate
ambulance service to and from the
pest house, whether located within or
without the city limits for such cane
as may be decided by the mayor, city
physician or marshal to be destitute

A Willing Bride

TOAGKD

u. a.

Vlc

Prcaldaat
Prwldent
Cashier

AMlaUnt Caahler
Director

roairorrr

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits
Depository fr Atcklsea, Topeka k Saala Fe

I500.00I.N
I250.000.H
Railway

Company

The Lazy Bug

de

Has Come

ot

ot

ad-w-

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business and witH the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

lf

one-thir-

one-quart- er

i
j
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FED AND
KEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD

OLD SOMES

iState National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE

To-Wl- n.

PUOI-OSAl.-

S

two-hor-

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and poisons
iu. mv. uiwu, auum
as mis vuai nuia remains in tins impure
and contaminated state the place will never heal. It may scab over and appear
to be
getting Well, but a fresh outpouring of diseased matter from the blond sta rt: ir ncri ti rmrl
thus it goes on, sometimes for years, continually growing worse, and slowly sapping
iway me Mrcugiu auu vicamy or tne sunerer.
There are many wavs bv which the blood
.A long spell of fever, or other sickness, breeds disease germs in the system, the failure of
nature's eltnimative members to remove the waste and refuse matter of the bodv. the exces
sive use of minerals in certain diseases, all infect the blood with morbid matter and trerms
which sooner or later manitest their presence bv a sore or ulcer which refuses to heal
under tne ordinary treatment of salves,
A BAD SORE OIC HIS FACE.
washes, lotions, powders, etc. A boil, blister,
pimple, burn or even a slight scratch, often
i was amicieei wirn a sore on my taoa ot four years
standing, it was a small pimple at first but it grad
develops into a festering or discharging aally
grew larger and worse in every way until
ulcer it" the system is run down or the blood became alarmed about it and consulted several Dhvsi
oiaus, They all treated nio but the sore continued to
depreciated from auj' cause.
grow worse. I saw 15. K. ti. advertised and commenced
Persons with an inherited blood taint its use and after taking it awhile I was completely
cured. My blood is now pure and healthy from the
itre very apt to be afflicted with sores and
fleet of 8. ti. ti., and there has not been any sign of the
ulcers. Being Ixrrn with an unhealthy blotxl sore since H. ti, ti. cured it.
West Union, Ohio.
THOH. OWEN
supply, the different parts of the bodv are
never fully nourished, and when middle life is reached or passed and the vigor and strength
of the system begins to weaken and wane, the tissues in some weak ooint break down nnri
a chronic sore or ulcer is formed, and kept open by the constant drainage of impure matter
from the b!uxl. How aggravating and stubborn an old sore can be is best known bv ihn
who "have nursed and treated one for years, applying salves, washes, powders, etc., with no
good results. The place remains and continues to grow worse by eating deeper into the
.i.yrround!ng flesh, festering, discharging, sometimes throbbing with pain, and gradually
undermining the constitution by its unhealthy action on the system.
It i a -- rent mistake to expect to cure these places with external applications. True
this treatment assists in keeping the parts clean, and are leiicficial in this way, but do not
reach, the real trouble which is in the blood. The practice of cutting out the diseased parts
and even scraping the bone beneath, is often resorted to, but these severe measures seldom
do auy permanent good. The sore may be re
moved, and for a time heal over, but the same
poison that produced it the first time is still in the
blood.Ucause Tho Blood Cannot Do Cut Away,
and Tho Soro Will Return.
The only treatment that can do any real
good is a competent blood purifier one that goes
to the very bottom of the trouble and removes the
PURELY VEGETABLE
cause, and for this purpose nothing has ever been
found to e(lual S. S. S. It goes down iuto the
.
circulation, drives out all poison and morbid matter, reduces the inflammation, and by
sending pure, rich blood to the diseased parts, instead of feeding them with impurities,
allows the sore to heal naturally and permanently. Not only does S. S. S. purify the blood
of all poisons and germs, but builds it up from its weakened and impoverished state, making
it strong and healthy and able to supply every part of the body with sufficient ami proper
nourishment to keep it iu perfect health. If you have a sore that is slow in healing do not
depend upon external applications alone, nor experiment with unknown medici-us- ,
but hegin
the use of S. S. S., nd bv removing every vestige of the cause, cure the trouble penna-tntntlSpecial book 0:1 Sores and Ulcers and am- - v.: - Meal .vlvies de ire I sent free to "11
v

y.
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BIDS FOR CITY WORK

You
love and what passes for it.
have pointed to my life as a 1 happy
man
loved
The
Listen,
dear:
one.
quarreled with me and married anII wasn't so easy for a
other Rlrl.
lyouiiR woman to remain single In my
day. and so, after a few years I mar-ile'- d
a widower for whom I had great
You never knew him, of
respect.
course; he died years aito.
am rejoiced that you are proud
i of
Itobcrt. A man's peculiarities or
deficiencies may be very apparent to
people generally, but the woman who
loves hint only half sees them, or they
go lor nothiiiR with her. Moreover.no
girl h.is a right to accept a husband's
' love and care jtnd
protection and be
'
ashamed of him. for the fault lies
In
li'tn. A a club banwith her. not
J

'Sh-h--

i:nK.snT. .xrisn.

j

1

lr

EViLVIXG

company, Atlanta, ca.

se

able-bodie-

-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt D ealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell
sood paint from bad by just looking
at a pot of paint. It's only after i!
has been exposed to the weather for
few months that you fan see thr.
ft poor paint. Then it is teo
.'ate.
If yon buy your paint of us
you always get good paint the kind
that weers.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

00Ch0
L. S. PUTNEY
"OLD P. ELI ABLE."

ESTABLISHED HT1.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the

largst and

Moat Exclusive Stock of StaDle Groceries In

la the Southwest.

'

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

J

CWWAAAAJ

s

'

"

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

KIKMV.

U'KII.

21.

AT.WijlTTIQrE

100.

PROMPTNESS

We are exclusive agents

EVENING

IS CATTLE

HTTZO.

PAGE SFTKW.

IIP

GO

Just a Word

for

Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinets

ABLY TAUGHT

ALONG

ALL

i

pantry, cupboard and
work-latfl- e
combined.
It naves work and give
you more time for other

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

A

thlnir.

A lars;e

ment ot styles ami finishes just received. See
window display. Including a handsome Superior Ranpe. The range
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.

IMJS1E1
Bn iiiqii I

--

Kohn Brothers

i

Cir. Cial and Second

art. Oo

I

Drummer's Story. Which Is Sheep Break Record at $8.65
Like All Drummers TruthReceipts Are
ful Yarns.
Light.

W.Y.Frutrelle Furniture Co

m, kf Bmfcr

Have you pur II Jed yoin summer suit?
If not, be fair with lOUVSelf this time .Kill
ad rate- fiil.y w hut w e hue f snv.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit hi re's your
e.
A
complete line of garments that for style, nnhby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing iaM'.;- - ate
unexcelled: manufacf tired by

THE LINE

assort-

supply
Kansas City. April 22
from the range country last week was
small, and prices advanced all along
the line, now standing at the highest
point of the season on all killing
every
and
diction
of
the
commission
xrxxxxxxxxxxxxxycrxx)Ocyoon use a
grades. The supply of cattle today is
of frank Is at the risk of prose4 .oil!) head, market
steady, except
cution of the currier as well ns the
that Mocker and teeners are a nuu'
Intliviiliiul. the wrap an with free
figure
phenomenal
lower than the
transportation Issued hy a railroad
reached a week ago. Farm work Is
compuny.
keeping some buyers at home, and the
The next question In order is whethhigh price Induced some owners to
er It is lK;il for railroad companies
turn their cattle loose, hut as the
to continue Issuing free transportabeef cattle market shows no signs of
tion to officers and employe of exweakening country grades are sure to
press companies, us they have lieen
Stockers are
be In strong request.
Into
doitiK since the new law went
selling at 13.00 to J5.30, f Ids $4.75
P. Riplev. trainaster of the Hio effect.
good fleshy feeder selling
to
15.35.
Grande division, left for El Pawn early
right along with fair to good fat
i k fn.iit
k
thin nioiilnp.
steels, which range from 15. 1. to
osa4.k
retain
$5.75. Colorado steers sold last week
Pawnee, okl.u, April 24. The AtSuperlntnndt-n- t
Etter. of the H" chison,
st 14.50 to 15.50. cows $3.50 to $4.00.
Topeka and Santa Ke Railway
Grande division, arrived In Albuquer- - j company is lighllntf before the federal
heifers $4.00 to $4.60, bulls $3.50 to lambs, 71 lbs., $S.35.
que hts morniiiK from San Marclal.
$3. Ml, a few stags at $4.50 stockers
court at Pawnee to retain its land
Kd. Conn. in.
Colo.
Idiimr,
M7.
$4.50 to 4. 0, Mock cows at $3.50. The
holdings in the Osae Indian nation,
b
lbs,, $8.30.
Rhodes,
.of
H.
.Superintendent P.
general cattle demand shows un ex- lambs,
which were Kiven the road by act of
A. M. Ooslln. C.rainl Junction. 1225
Kansas congress at the time permission vas
traordinary capacity, anil as receipts
the Pullman service between through
ewes,
lbs., $5.50.
are likely to be smaller within a short clipped
:ity and Barstow, passed
granted to the company to build the
II. S. Halle, Texas 50! goats.
night en route to I.a Junta. eastern Oklahoma division of the
time. In view of the fact that a good lbs..
here
$4.5.
many cattle have been drawn in
Mania Fe across the Osatte Nation.
Profanity IoIhmh-iI- .
niurlay prll IH.
ahead of time by the good market.
The body of lleinrich J. Uehder, In the congressional bill 100 feet of
V M. Coslin, Orand Junction. Colo.
"
'We
higher price are looked for.
the
have
iiabbakuk
Uehder,
here
still
H.
J.
rltfht of way on each stde of the hotel,
the father of Engineer
121
clipped
1
lambs. 67 lbs., $6.90:!
am the solo pro- Sensational prices lire paid each
Jr., of the Santa Ke, was whipped last track was given to the railway com- prietor ofandwhich
clipped yearlings, 80 lbs., $6.25;
manager,' he replied In
day In the sheep pens, the new record 145
night for the old home at Luwistown, pany, wherever it was necessary to
ewes, 0 lbs.. $5.25.
singsong voice.
of $H.t.i for Colorado fed iambs being 1026 clippedI lila
N. D-- , in charge of the widow and make cuts and fills.
y. April
" 'I.ead me to It,' I snapped;
I'm established today, bulk of lambs toActing under this congressional act,
Don,
'
Kllnkerman,
las Animas, 74
day at $S.65 to $8.65. Medium grade
the engineers of the company made a hungry as all
lbs.,
S2
$1.60.
lambs.
" 'Profanity,' says the patriarch, is lambs sold at $8.35
today, clipped
map of the right of way, showing
Edward L. Doliiny. the well known
Hillman & I...
Animas. 1000'
king of Los Angeles, ar- those places where cuts and tills were strictly agin rule 2 of the Iiabbakuk lambs $7.00 to $7.25, which range is lambs.
braeman-ol- )
81 lbs.. $8.55.
rived tn the city this morning, en necessary. The maps were then ap hotel, and as for eating tonight, sup 25 to 35 cent higher than a week
AlcXaught,
Colo. 113
route home from a tour through Old proved by the secretary of the In- per is served prompt at 5:30 o clock. igo. Woolen ewe sold at $6.h0 to- - ewes, ill lbs.. $6.35;Animas,
20 lambs, 65 Ihs..
Mexico. Ho was in nis private car. terior and the company imagined the and guests that ain't here on time day. clipped wethers at $6.10 Friday. $8.00.
get none. That there is rule 4 clipped ewes $5.50 to $5.60. Hun last
matter to be at an end. About a year don't
"The Estelle."
A. M. Coslin. Cranil Junction, Colo,
" 'Well, can I get a bed In the Ho- week wa 31,000 head. Increased some
and a half ago. however, while Frank
560 clipped ewes. 91 lbs., $5.60; 730
IWuIng car 1415 passed throug.i Frants was still agent for the Osage tel ile Iiabbakuk, or Is that got uj what by the phenomenal prices. Here,
clipped
ewes. 85 lbs., $5.50.
as well as in the cuttle murket, preshere last night 'dead," en route t Indians, he notllled the Indian de- rule string to it?'
Note The $8.60 and the $8.55
where it partment ut Washington that the rail" 'Stranger, you can get a bed. but ent runs are at the expense of the
the repair shops at Chicago,
lambs today sold straight, nothing cut
an overhauling, pre- way company had been granted too you'll have to throw uway that there supply that would naturally appear out.
it will undergo
the above, the Hatcher
within the next few weeks. Hun today- clippedHesides
ceegareet for that's agin rule 13.'
paratory to running with several of much land, and, noting on that
wethers, four doubles weigh" Take my grip.' I said," you're on.' Is 11,000 head, but no great number Is ing
an inspector was sent to the
the Hhrlner specials in May to
pounds,
sold today at $6.10.
ill
Ange.lHfl.
Osage nation to iuvestig.Ue.
"'Carry your own bundle, Strang-- ' In sight for balance of the week
The inspector decided also that the er. I ain't no lowly beast of burden,'!
MITIC'i;
SPKt lAf. K.I.KCTIOX.
company was getting too much land, he drawled, and fearing another rule
WIND BI'KW HAMHWlt
SIXHTi SAM'.S.
on top or noi si:. and on his decision the government
no bed. I picked up my grip and
and
19.
City.
April
Itepresenta
Kansas
Ashland, Ky April 24. During a began a suit in the federal court at followed him to a barn-lik- e
frame tlve sales of range cattle here thl P.) Authority of the City Council of
Pawnee to oust the company from all house which stood near tile station.
tornado near the town of Ioulsa,
tbo City of Albuquerque, N. M.
week:
on
Chesapeake and Ohio handcar,
" 'Hrigham Young onct et a meal
lund which was held by the inspector
J. H. Riley, Fowler, Colo. 90 Fair
lifted
was
men,
is hereny given that an elec- posnecessary
Notice
as not
for the road to
which were four
In this house, stranger,' remarked the branded western killers,
lbs.,
1331
tion will be held in the city of Albu- from the track and hurled for one sess. The Santa Fe company filed a (1.1 trtiin ji s ho iwlierr.il m. In 'Jill it t r.
New Mexico on Saturday,
1
t h o QUOPque,
hundred feet through the air. One demurrer to the petition, alleging that ollirht to lie irood enollirh for illiv sou
It VI Smith Ijimir ',.lo
May 4. 1907, between the hours of
4Kq
man sustained injuries to his spine the approval of the maps by the sec- of P.elhill like von what uses cuss .l..h..rie,l
lbs
enlvos
In9
were
retary of the interior closed the mat- words and them little paper tools of $4.85; SO thin yearlings, stock steers,
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
that will prove fatal. Two
of said day, at the following voting
jured neriously and one escaped with ter. It was defeated on this demur- j Heelzebub?'
004 lbs., $4.40.
rer. The company will now place witbut a few bruises.
Horton, Midland, Texas, 117 good places:
"'Show me the room.' 1 said wear- First Ward City Hall.
The windows were blown from nesses on the stand to show that they illy, 'and I want to catch that 5: 10 horned stock calves, 407 lbs., $4.75.
every residence in the path of the do need the amount of land approved "train, so wake me at 3:30."
Second
Ward Ottlce of Chas.
Mules
Representative
of western
by
out
department
blown
the interior
(Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
wherever
tornado and the furniture
will be awakened in time,' sheep and lambs, feu In Colorado:
"'You
necessary.
G.
K.
of
are
cuts
and
lllls
residence
Third
Ward Office of K. H. Hun-ba- r,
of doora. The
Drake S. & V, Lamar, Colo. 1240
them rules.'
The case is being heard at Pawnee he said, 'and remember lk-dcorner of Third street and Gold
Pendleton was turned entirely around
83 lbs., $8.35.
.
lambs,
1'orwd
of
Out
community by Judge Bayard T. Halner. with
and many others In thatbuilding
Sweetman. Laa Animas, Colo.-lam- 71 avenue.
"1 crawled into a big,
was John Kmbry. United States attorney,
One
were damaged.
Fourth Ward At of Hire of George
73 lbs., $8.25.
r,
to
seemed
had,
it
and
government
representing
of
the
and
on
the farm
taken from its site dropped
Colt & Co., Imh Animas, Colo. 124 R. Craig, Justice of the p'ace. South
me. slept but an hour, when I wa.?
Asp,
Henry
E.
Fe.
directly
the
Santa
Colea
and
Third street.
66 lbs., $8.15.
Oscar
awakened by some one shaking me, lambs,
acroes the track of the Norfolk and
30
At which said election the question
Colt & R., Ijits Animas, Colo.
patrimy
eyes
saw
opening
and
the
of authorising the Issuance of Thirty
Western railroad.
lambs. 66 lbs., $8.1 f,.
3 o'clock," he repast
arch.
half
It's
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
ENDS DUAL LIFE
J. L). Rhoads, Las Animas, Colo.
I heard the wind roaring
marked.
RAILROAD MKN SA1I TO KK
72 lbs., $8.15.
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
outside and, sleep as I was, decided 7200. lambs,
IN LKAUUK WITH YAQUIS.
Mexico, to erect and build
W. Terpenliig, Prowers, Colo.
a city
to wait for a later train.
'Never 959 lambs,
Seven
HI Puho, Texas, April" 24.
building, will be submitted to the
70 lbs., $8.10.
A
BULLET
WITH
mind,'
a
I
said.
train.'
take
later
'I'll
railroad
on
the Sonora
train crews
267
llullng,
qualified
voters
Colo.
Riverside,
city,
E.
of
are
said
who
" 'You will not,' he snorted, at the
were arrested by the Mexican author-i- t
67 lbs., $8.00; 257 lambs. 86 the owners of real or personal propsame time stripping the covers from lambs.
lea at Hermosillo, Sonora. last week,
erty, subject to taxation, within the
me and pulling me out of bed. "You lbs., $6.10.& M., Las Animas, Colo.
on the grounds of smuggling arms WKAIlllY
XF.YV .IKltSKY
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex-IcMAN
and you get up ut 826Shaw
Into .Mexico. The men were placed KII.IS HIMSKI.F IN FRKSKNCK named your time
63
$7.95.
lbs..
lambs.
up
I
going
to
sit
time.
that
ain't
in prison.
Colt and Son, Imh Animas, Colo.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
OF Wire ANI AXfTlIKIt WOto wake you for
all night
Superintendent A. II. Oster, of the
ewes, 83 lbs., $6.05.
MAN IN LATTKU'S
set my hand and caused to be affixed
nothing. Get up!' 1 got up and as 343
Sonora road, is now Investigating the
Tuesday, April 16.
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
I
passed from my room, I saw In
cases of the employes to ascertain
1.
Colo.
& L., La mar,
New Mexico.
the hall outside my door, a chair, 535 e.therinan
whether or not the charges brought
69 lbs.. $8.25.
lambs,
New York, April 2. In the presFRANK Mi'KEE,
copy
Joseph
Life
of
a
of
the
they
case
iwlth
against them are true. In
E. G. Hankln. Lumar, Colo. 258
ence of his wife, who had followed Smith,' on it, and a candle burning
Mayor.
probably
let
will
Mr.
truilty.
Oster
81
are
him to the apartment of a woman of on a stand beside the chair." Den-- I lambs, 74 lbs.. $8.20; 300 yearlings,
Attest:
can.
they
tight
best
as
out
men
84
$7.40;
it
lbs.,
163
lbs..
wethers.
$6..0.
the
whom she was jealous, Fred W. GardHARRY F. LEK,
Colo-AriS. Co.. Hlverdale, Colo.
It is charged by the Mexicans that ner, a wealthy resident of Ridgwood. ver Xews.
City Clerk.
the trainmen of the Sonora road have N. J., shot himself Monday night, dy- I; Ttit.re Is more Catarrh in this section 456 lambs, 67 lbs., $8.10: 77 ewes, 81
(SEAL.)
$6.20.
been carrying tirearms and ammuni- ing almost immediately.
lbs..
April 3. 1907.
publication
First
lie country than all other disease
"I
A. M. Goslin, Grand Junction, Colo.
tion across the Mexican border and
o
Resident of the town had been put together,
until the last few year
ewes,
95
Helling them, to the Yajui Indians, wondering for several months at the was supposed and
1021
clipped
5.40.
lbs..
LGGN
to be Incurable. For a
nut HATCHING.
pronounced It
Kggs $1.50 ped setting. Hose comb,
Wlm'Hlay. April 17.
who axe Bald to be well armed in that attention of Mr. Gardner was bestowtreat many year doctor
a local disease and prescribed local rem-- I
A.Yant, Rocky Ford. Colo. 238 '.row n leghorns and Haired Hocks.
ing upon Mrs. ilenjamin Kglin.
section of Mexico.
and by constantly falling to cure- lambs, 73 lbs.. $8.50.
Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address
In case the charges are substantl-atex- l
When Mr. Gardner left home in the eitles, local
treatment, pronounced IncurDan Gorman,
Lamar. Colo. 51 5 J. E. Pauley, Kstancla, N. M.
with evidence it will go hanl afternoon, his wife followed him to ' with
Science has proven catarrh to
able.
ith the trainmen and a sojourn in Mrs. Klgin's apartments in a building he a constitutional
disease ami therefore
some Mexican prison for a good pe- in Hidgwood avenue. She waited for requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
00K)4K)KX304C000
Cure, manufactured by F. J.
riod muy be the result.
him to enter the apartment and then Catarrh
He Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
demanded admittance.
Mrtsj F.glili Cheney
cure on the market. Jt
RAILROAD MKN IlAKHKl) FROM
had no opportunity to close the door, constitutional
is taken internally In doses from 10
VSK OK F.XPKKSS FRANKS if ahe had tried, and Mrs. Gardner drops
tenspoonful.
a
to
acta directly
president
given
to the
In un opinion
hurst Into the room, where she found on the blond and mucous It
surfaces of the
of wealern road, the interstate com- her husband standing In the middle system. They olTer one hundred dollars
merce commission rules that express of Die tloor with a revolver in his tor any case It fails to cure. Send for
Address;
circiil.irs and testimonials.
companies can not legally give trans- hand.
!'. J. Ciili.NRY & C..
portation "franks" to officers or emWithout w.iiling for his wife to say
Toledo, Ohio.
ploye of railroad companies; that ex- a word, Gardner lifted the revolver to
Sold by nil Prugglsts. 75c.
press companies are under the juris- - his head, held it close to his temple i Take
Halls i'amily 1'ilis for constipa-- ,
tlon.
and pulled the trigger.
The sound of the Khol and the
screams of the women amused the
CARPFTS G I.ORi:.
other occupant of the building. HushWe have on dlspluy the complete
ing in. they found Gardner lying dead
BEST OF QUALITIES
RIGHT PRICES
on the floor with both women bending line of carpet and matting samples of
over him. It needed no word from a one of the largest wholesale houses
country.
in
the
physician to satisfy them that Gardner was dead.
For a Few layx Only.
Call and get a St. Louis line t seI St ing us your job
lirus-selwork. Prices lect from, at St. Louis prices.
the very jowest and the work will
Velvets, Axmilisters, from 90e
2J2 NORTH SECOND ST.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
up.
is
per
stand inspection anywhere.
5nluess
vard
and callitig cards a speclai'.y.
FUTRELLK FlMtNITVRK CO.

"fall ni' at 7;:ta o'clock, but If you
don't get me up In time to catch th"
train, let me sleep until noon." said
o
it. 1. Pearson, traveling for a
Implement house, at the oxford
name
night,
as he scrawled his
last
on the register.
"I put In the 'id me sleep' clause."
he said, "because I have Just been
through a harrowing experience in
Utah, where It seems they adhei"
strictly to orders.
"Traveling through
the Mormon
country
two weeks ago,
about
through a wreck of a train ahead of
got KIT at
the one which I was on,
I
Parowan to spend the night.
think there Is a hotel here,' said the
conductor, as 1 alighted, 'but If not
you can get a place in some house,
which will be more comfortable than
sitting in this car on the siding which
we will make a few miles from here.'
"I got off on a dinky station platform. It was dark and snowing hard.
The only person in sight was on old
patriach with a lantern.
"'Is there a hotel here." 1

4
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MAN DELL

Whooping Cough.
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough'
Hemedy In my family In cane of
w hooniiie coueh. Hnd want to tell von
that it Is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Oaston, Posco, Oa.
This remedy Is safe and sure. For
sale by all druggists.

...

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

'
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ruary
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f KILLtne

408

C.

Wst Railroad Avnu

WITH

Prist
tOeft$t.OO
LOS
Frtt Trial.
Surest and Quickest Car for ail
THROAT and LXTNO IBOTCB.
LX8, or MONET BACZ.

forQ
MOTT'S

OTT

FOB

Announcement

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

I

TRY US;

J. KORBER & CO.

s.

to beer what
wheat is to bread it is
tke body of the beer.

Malt

The goodness of the beer
depends upon the quality of
the malt.
By his Eight-Da- y
Malting
Process, Pabst obtains perfect
matt all the rich, nourishing, healthful food properties of the barley.
Made from Pabst Eight-Da- y
malt and choicest hops

Pabst

BlueRibbon
The Beer of Quality
is a wholesome, healthful,
nourishing food.

It costs more to make Pabst
Malt the barley
costs more, the malt costs more
butthe malt is infinitely better
nd so is the beer.
Eight-Da-

y

There is a delicious flavor to
Pabst Blue Ribbon J3eer that you
will enjo- y- and you cai serve it in
your home with the positive
edge of its purity.

knowl-

Made by Pabst, at Milwaukee.
11611$

Ertiefct Meyers & Co..
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque

Phone

125.
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Its Location

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAfT AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLETS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES: PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000: CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
MERCANTILE
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 130 BARRELS
DAILT: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

4C40404s0400004COaO04i

0?a4k00400

K0

0

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

nnan he auo Bonanza nBnannflHHnnaflnnHH

Pres

WALKER,

A.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

W. E. MAUGER'

VJOOL

with Raube and Maufer
Office, lis North First Set
ALBCQCEKQCK. N. M.

row a

,

...The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the

am aoi

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE

Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquers
and Cigars. Place your orders fee
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt

Steam Sanaage Factory.
KMIL K.LIKXWORT
Masonic Building, North Third

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOFKR,
General Pusciicer it Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

7.

A. SLEY8TER

INSURANCE, REAL E3TATB
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Bleek,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. IK
Give us your ROUGH DAY
Monday, and get It back Wtodaaadaa
Imperial Laundry Co.

9:

A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED KX PRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT THAU'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL OO
OVKH THK MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BF.LKN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S.

Im-

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.

0
0

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

O40s040404040 40 4K404f
K000
K0O04O40OCHO0404i

J

)

Dealers In Groceries, ProvtgJoas, Hay.

TO BELEH, H, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

KSTATsV

Automatic Phone 111.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BoUdlat
Having acquired an Interest In the
Standard
Plumbin
and Heating;
4T.
company, Mr. John Strumqutst will in
future have charge of the mechanical
INBUBANCK
department and attond to the InstalSecretary Mutual
ti
lation of all plumbing; and heating; tion. Office at 217Bnlldiaa;
West TTsllr
work entrusted to this company.
avenue.

1
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SOI.

ANN

LOANS.

I

j

CHrICAL 00

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

z.

j

khM BY

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL
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PENNYROYAL
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womanhood,
Klril
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known rrmy for woarxra
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ny mail.
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Dr. Hinrf0

Nov Discovery

!

four-poste-

couch

CURB thk LUNC8

and

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Rallrsal and
Copper Avenue.

JAP-A-LA-

4.

C. A. and C. GRAND1.

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Cover 000 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Iipak. Lasts Five Tears.

r

i

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horse
and Mulea Bought and

(200 r. f:vakd.
Is offered for the capture ot A
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of B
detto Berardlnelll. Crime wm
mltted In Albuquerque Monday, riW

Thos. F. Keleher

-

notl-iicalio- n,

cMrriiiM;.

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

i

...
...

il ago

ik

te

'

l.

I

opportunity to gel such, exceptional values
comes during the season.
Come ami see what we offer try on these garment.?.
$12.00 to $25.00.
We've a complete line of
furnishing.
The "little things" that all good dresser want "just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "just
right."

1
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t'hi-cag-
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ALBUQUERQUE

nr.HT.

caused Mr. Arrnijo's death. He first
became III Sunday evening, when he
was seized wit ha violent coughing
spell, brought oh. It In thought by a
old. A hemorrhage of the bowels Is
given as the cause nf death.
S
W
II
Julius lienor and Miss Bertha Hep-hawere quletlv married at 9 o'clock
night by lirv. J. C. Itolllns. of
last
k nmix Asr.
the Methodist Fplscopal church, lit
toe home of the bride on south Sec
1.,,-t- l
I
i ... .......
ond street.
l.,lr ft.niulil
Intimate
Onlv a few
I
friends of the bride nnd groom wita ThiP"t:i
warni' i tonight.
nessed the Ceremony.
Huston-FrankliThe
Dramatic
ui:ivm.s.
J
oinpuny drew a large crowd to the
:iks' opera house last night. "The
m. I
On time.
ill was "Woman Against Woman"
n 7 On time.
' lth the Itnlliiigsuorih
Twins In the
On lime
J No.
ading roles. Tonight's performance
s
No.
!:3S l in.
i t
given in the
company
be
the
will
i
a.
in.
n.i.
ng lent erected
the corner or Lead
and soulh Second street.
Ivan Iriinsfelil i i:i Avizunn mi ivenue
It .1. MaeFarlane and Frank Moses,
liiiwlnecs.
lie- two switchmen who were lined
X. M
Davlii Sjmehez, oT
$L'.and costs for their share in tiennlvcil hero la.il iiIkIU.
upon o. N. ItalTerty, soli"issault
Snndoval. of I'.or- (lays ago, were removed to the coun;y
lion. Ale.fanilro
In tin- rlty luiyhiK siiiiplles.
nalillo,
ill this morning upon their own re
V. .1. M
of Silver flly. was quest. The nu n said that they wani- I to keep company
In
rlty.
vlxlt'O!"
the
with A. A. Phil iw
11111011K yestenlay'!"
Kaymonil Sanrlirx. of I'hlllll. X. M., lips, the switchman who was bound
over
.
to
grand
jury.
the
iimrn-IiiKarrlve'l in MlmiUeriiie tills
The body of Hiram David Olin- who died last week at San
Alphmie liaui-- Kaniei'. of Monti-Cell- slead,
taken
(ipiMil
lant nijrtit in the Diego. Cal., and which was
X. .M
from, passenger train No. 8 lust Sunrlty.
day night. Is still resting on a truck
Joseph Itilio, mamiKi r of t lie lli i na-- I it the passenger
Mrs. Eliza
depot.
lillo Meirantile I'n., of lieniallllo,
beth Hall, of Ottumwa, til., who was 8
in the rlty.
taking the body back to Illinois for
S. 1". Anderxon anil I'. It. l!alili:i, Interment, is still conllned at the Sanor San Mareial. X. M spent Vi'ster-- I ta Fe hospital.
I'pon boarding the
day in A lliiniuerque.
train at Sun Diepo she fell and injured
Mandolin uiid her knees.
The A lliiniuerque
Olee flub held nil InterestliiR anil tl
eheari-n- l
last hlnlii at. Its
liKhtful
CHARGED WITH BEAT
Hludio.
i'. P. Spailer, I'linnly romniishioner,
'.'
.
Hi
of Sandoval nullity, with
BOARD BILL
ING
li.'i nalillo. arrived In the city la.'t
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A Spring Tonic
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You'll II nd the Hart Scliffor
Marx clotlico In our imwn am
KimnI nn rvhlrnco of omr pooA
quality as you can nxlc
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Our

Leaders-Package-

s, --

lb. tins.

Hi.

I
I

b.

bin ket.

K.

rlth

sehool.

Frank

late'lamhs.

A.

Hulinrl! Is liieedlnK' for
The result Is thlit he did
tinreeont cold

loss fiom

-

.Murrav. of the territorial
mounted police, stationed at Kettner,
was In the rity on oftlrlal liusliuss

tins, 8Sc.
.tins. $1.00.

K.

yesterday.

2-

coffee, 20c to 40c.

s.

.

1-

Something

Heeker. moii of Mis. Anna
I'.erker-Cnnitfor it
niKht
left last
Ifenvei. I'olo, where he will attend

a

ci

Mrs. U. S. IMatt arrived this morn
Ine from Canatiea. Mexico, and will
be the Kuest of Allimiueniue friends
for a month.
Assessor Grunsfeld will move in to
the rlty tomorrow for three days, and
will accept returns In the office of W.
V. Metealf.
Hanson, wh
The bodv of H.
died Monday, was taken back to the
old home at Christine, N. !"., thU
inornliiK. by the widow.
H. I'. Hall, proprietor of the Albu- nuerniie Foundry and Machine Works
has returned to the city from a visit
to tils family at Hollywood, t'al.
C. F. HlKKlnson. trainmaster of tin
coast lines, who succeeded Mr. I.ui
his household
ton. Iieaan mnvhiK
goods to Albuquerque this morning;
Pedro Sandoval Is at the hospital
Mr
suffering from a broken arm.
Sandoval was thrown from a wagon
away.
by a spirited team, which ran
Attorney W. B. Childera returned to
the city this morning from attending
to professional business at Dough
Ariz. Mr. Childers was absent from
the territory a week.
Boys playing near the viaduct yes
terday discovered a Gila monster on
a newspaper In the Santa Fe yards.
The reptile was captured anil killed
and given to I'ndertaker Borders for
embalming.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Ij. Moulton, Mrs.
O. Falrlner and Miss l,ottle MeC'leary,
all of Estanrla, N. M.. who have been
the guont.s of William Mcintosh, at
the Sturges, for several days, returned home last night.
The meeting of the W. . T. I",
which was to have been held on next
Friday afternoon, has been postponed
until Friday. May 3, In order lo allow the ladles to attend the union
missionary meeting.
A real estate deal of considerable
magnitude was made yesterday, when
P. F. McCannn sold W. H. Springer
twenty-tw- o
residence lots In the North
Fourth street addition. The consideration is not made public.
The Indiana club held a pleasant
meeting last night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Elcher on South Third
street. The next meeting will be held
at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Ferger of west Hallrnad avenue.
An elegant lot of window cards
have Just been put out for "The
Merry Wives of Windsor," which the
university will present at the Klk.V
opera house next Tuesday, April 30.
A very excellent play Is promised. If
the posters afford any Indication.
Attorney M. K. Hlckey. Roy McOonaid, J. W. Hennett and John U Clark
officers of the Albuquerque lodge of
Klks, went to Belen last night to at- tend the funeral of the late Carl A.
Dalles, which took place there touay.
Mr. Dalies was a member of the local

j.

GEO.

T. Y. MATVARD

VI. H1CKOX

CO.

H1CK0X-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

80CTH SECOND

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

1

--

ST.

GO.

Tinners

323 W. R.R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

Savin
Ice Pads

White
erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

HVRHiTT
U

8

L

ill

1

I

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

C'tnsftBds, YCV.elei. Jewelry, CH Ulaas, Clock.
70V trait and manatee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
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Meat
Spring Lamb

.

o

Fads-B- est

ately

Priced - -

$20 to S28

Wll'l--

Your tailor would want SIS
more for uny of tlicin.

I

Also Nice

Suius at

$10 to $15

We Invite

j

en

wool
to thy m:u
i

i

uii.i, in.

rsK.i)

81
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Copyright

j

1907 by.

Hart Schiittiier y" Marx

n.

the.

IWtltjAKI

HtnMAN

Ig

HIS MOM'.Y
l,vnvr.u
iasi:i
Tin; ;ni n.

Mack suilrt for oonfir-inatioWo
Call and iwo
also have all the fixings) wttfrh
natnrully go uilli gomt rfottirw
for man or Hoy.
Boys'

8

Harry

not Huffer
sua

premium.

ties.

.tern
-

I

G.

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tine, 40c.
- lb. tins. 10c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

8

PROPRIETOR

The Railroad Avenue ciotmer

81

he
Phone 185
Arno&Coal
"This man owes my mother
tiled to skii out Hiid leave a big jj
room and board bill. If you can't get
it from him whv cremate or hang U xtOXXXXXXXX)CXXXXXXX)CC)CX300 i
him," shouted Miss A. On suit In the
city hall this morning, as she walked
In with It. I,. Sharp, who was leading
young man
in Ralph Wooley. the
whom she was referring to.
"Take your time. Calm yourself.
Judge 82
Now what Is It." cautioned
AA AA CD,
Craig, bracing himself.
L.,JT7
Miss Oazot then stated that Wooley m
X A ki 1
had secured a room Ht her place ami
KM
that he was preparing to skip out of
115-11- 7
town, owing her mother $s for a
room. Sharp then spoke up and said
Between Railroad and Cepptr Ave., Tel. 7 A
that Wooley owed him a bill of $15
for board.
Wooley In his own behalf said that
he intended to pay both debts, but
had to pay a debt of $51 to- a man
in C.allup.
The court then learned
that Wooley had been gambling and
losing
had intended to leave
after
town. A complaint was sworn' out
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, K0STLAN WASHING MACHINES
then, charging him with violating the
HARNESS
territorial ordinance, about beating
SADDLERY
innkeepers and rooming house keepers, and was locked up. IBs hearing
w ill bo held later In the court of JusAGENTS FOR
tice of the Peace Craig.
;

I
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Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

;MI.

COM HOOT ItKEK
FKK'S
AT WAII'ON'X WHIG STOKE;
o

Are you looking for something out
of the ordinary run of low shoes
something quaint and dainty?
We
have Just received a women's patent
kid. colonial oxford, with high Cuban
heels, hand-turne- d
soles, a bis ribbon
bow and one button and utrap over
the instep, which we arc sure will
please you.
Price $3. GO. C. May's
Shoo Store. 311 West Bailroad ave
nue.

Yrftiitiiiitttti
bokki:i:pi:k waxti.d.
to

Harvesting Machinery

o

Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

i

Mm

III I

AND

I to, 117. South rirat Street
401, 403. North rirst
Stroot

113,

Albuquergue,

New, Mexico
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Home Insurance the Best

We say to you

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Trinsaetloni

Cuaranfo

ROSENFIEIC'S,

I

IB W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical in
itrument that needs repairs;
Bring it or ship it to

s.

Learnard & LinrJemann
Largest music dealers In the southw ho have engaged the services of

west

H. K Spencer

119 West Gold

122 South Second

expert repairman, formerly of the
STROllKIl FACTOR. T, Chicago, III.
Tuning an

I

refrain from again saying something aDOUi noma in
surance,
livery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Morten and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelation of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies hat been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
nd every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far eiceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It caa tt
ness written.
every individual who take out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
1 the two terriIs owned and controlled by the leading business men
capable men
and
ambitious
to
opportunities
exceptional
tories, and offer
and women to sell its policies.

w

AtioelMtlon Offlo

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

m

0

.

TICKETS

Stein-Bloch'-

I

Winona Wagons

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

Hugh 1. Harris, supervisor of the
Mount Taylor and Manzano national
forests, who has been in Santa Fe for
a number of days looking up tne records of the settlers w ho now live upon
the two reserves, returned here last
"
night.
Supervisor Harris gave out the following appointments in the Manzano
national forest: J. S. Spencer, of
F.astview. X. M.. to be forest guard In
the Manzano national forest; J. II.
Sherman, of Tajique, N. M.. to h
guard In the Manzano national forest.
Fred Weir, ofj district Xo. 1. of the
Manzano national forest. Is In the city
p
on business.

$S.o

Buy 'em to fit. Get style, too. Shop, shop
here with us. We've the prool. Of what?
Good clothes.
Suits $18.00
to $30.00. Other good suits $9 to $16.50

1

John Deere Plows and Implements

6UARD APPOINTMENTS

214

IV Y IN WA

61

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

FOREST

NATIONAL

Competent bookkeeper wanted 4
take charge of office of large
mercantile concern. Address "A.
li." In care Kvening Citizen. In
own handwriting, giving refer- enees and salary expected.
s
4 I
lodge.
V. C. Wetherlll, a prominent zinc
as Job compost
Position
WANTED
of Denver, was In the city
tor In good office. First class man.
yesterday accompanied by 11. 1,. l'.ab-- I
Don't drink and can give best of
rock, of Kelly, X. M. The former
references. Man of family. Woul
passenger
was a northbound
last
prefer to work under contract.
night and Mr. liabenck returned to
Write I,. W. Gray. Morgan City
K. Ily.
l.a. State salary when writing.
A few members of the Albuquerque
Boosters' rlul met at the Commercial
club esterd;iy afternoon ami adopted
resolutions favoring the issuance of
$3(1. 000 worth of bonds for the hulld-- i
ing of a rity building, which will be
voted upon May 4.
The funeral of the late Col. Francisco Arniijo y Otero, whose death
occurred yesterday, will oe held from
the old church of San Felipe tie Xeri
Saturday morning at K o'clock, Hev.
Tamassini oftlciating. The Citizen
was misinformed yesterday regarding
GOLBI
he symptoms of the disease which
AVE.
X
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Capitol Coffee
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The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

25c and ISc per lb.
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BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee
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viol Kill Oxford
tJ.r.o to :t..n
fmirn' I'ltlom Kill Oxford.
S'i.fto to s:t..vi
omen s Vlt-- I Mil Oxford
$!..'. to !:t.r.(
IHlll'll
(mi Metal Oxfords
$2.ru to :.:
WWIII-llV- .
Cunvus Oxford
SI..
to S'J.nn
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l,

feet tailoring and n fit gar
ant rod
'11 ir same stflmlaril of qnalHy
nil through tbo store.
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SS.oo to

All-woo-
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.

n do.
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i
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t'

iline-Hi-

tlmt tlioy mnke walking i ila-ur- t'.
of
mill llio fiilditlomil Hiitlxfui-tinknmilng tliat yon lmr ttio litteM unci
! to rirri-lliin- u
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In footwear ghc
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CLOTHES

I

Our

lo7.

M'ltM. 21,

Reflnlshing a specialty.

E CANNOT

AddressHome Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

20

V.

M.UlQlEKQli;

COLD AVE.
NEW WMEXICO

AT.

